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The Utah War and the New York Times
Kenneth L. Alford
Between the Nullification Crisis of 1832 and South Carolina’s secession in December 1860 lies an almost forgotten episode of internal military intervention that has 
been termed by some historians as “America’s first civil war.”1 While popularly known 
as the Utah War or the Mormon Rebellion, the deployment of federal troops to Utah 
Territory in 1857–58 was designated by the federal government as the Utah Expedi-
tion.2 In the spring of 1857 while Congress was adjourned, the newly inaugurated 
President James Buchanan received several reports of insurrection and rebellion in 
Utah Territory. Without Congress in session to question his actions, the president 
ordered soldiers to Utah in May 1857 and charged them to restore order and install 
new territorial officers. Buchanan made no public announcements regarding the Utah 
Expedition until the end of that year – a stance that caused uncertainty among many, 
and both distrust and confusion among the Mormons.3
The expedition force left Kansas for Utah in July 1857. Mormon militiamen 
harassed the army by burning grass and raiding army supply trains, but did not directly 
attack it,4 and the army was obliged to winter near Fort Bridger one hundred miles 
distant from Salt Lake City. Buchanan subsequently authorized Thomas L. Kane, a 
friend of the Mormons, and two government negotiators – Lazarus W. Powell, a sena-
tor-elect and ex-governor of Kentucky, and Benjamin McCulloch, a Texas ranger and 
future Confederate general who had rejected Buchanan’s offer in May 1857 to serve 
as Utah’s territorial governor – to visit Utah and obtain a peaceful conclusion to the 
tense situation.5 Alfred Cumming, Utah’s newly appointed territorial governor, and 
Brigham Young, the Mormon prophet and leader who had been serving as territorial 
governor, reached a peaceful resolution in mid-1858. Cummings was received as the 
new governor and President Buchanan issued a blanket pardon for all alleged rebels. 
The expedition army passed peacefully through the Salt Lake Valley in June 1858 and 
established several military posts.
The context of these events involves several major historical topics: the impetus 
and purpose for the Mormon trek to Utah, the roots – both in beliefs and actions of 
Mormons and non-Mormons alike – for the strong antipathies present between the 
two groups since the 1830s, the detailed analysis of the Utah War, and the aftermath 
of the War, i.e., the steady decline in Utah’s isolation from the rest of the nation. This 
study, however, has a far narrower remit. What could readers of the New York Times in 
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1857–58 have learned about the Utah War?6 How accurately could they have under-
stood the associated military and political events? What recurring themes interested 
Times journalists? This study will address these questions within the context of a 
nineteenth-century journalism whose methodology too often did not require reliable 
corroboration of reported events.
Between 1 January 1857 and 31 December 1858, over twelve hundred articles in 
the Times mentioned Utah, Mormons, or the Utah Expedition – averaging almost two 
news stories every day. Readers of the New York Times should not have been surprised 
to learn that the army was being ordered to Utah. In the days prior to Buchanan’s deci-
sion, newspaper articles with headlines such as “War with the Mormons,” “The Mormon 
Outrages,” “The Mormon Rebellion,” and “Preparations in Utah for Resisting Federal 
Authority” appeared in the Times.7 Calls for military intervention in Utah became increas-
ingly louder. A sample article from May 1857 illustrates the tone of those reports: 
If there is any honest intention to send a force this Summer to 
vindicate the law at Salt Lake . . . if women are to be protected 
from forcible debauch and men from massacre, it certainly is high 
time that a force should be under orders for this distant service . . . .  
but there is not an hour to lose.8
Was Utah Territory in rebellion against the federal government? The confusion 
that plagued the Times’s reporting of the Utah Expedition was evident from the begin-
ning. A front page article published on 21 May 1857, for example, noted that “a large 
military force has been ordered for Utah, to take their position on the Government 
reserve, 40 miles south of Salt Lake City.” Just five paragraphs later in the same article 
was an excerpt from Brigham Young’s 31 March report in his other public capacity as 
the territory’s Superintendent of Indian Affairs;  there he commented that, “since my 
last report, we have had a time of peace, and, apparently, of great contentment.”9
The Mormons and the Utah Expedition captured the popular imagination and 
were the focus of many popular news stories in the Times during 1857–58 – second in 
popularity only to stories regarding slavery and the Kansas territory.10 In fact, stories 
in the newspaper frequently mentioned Utah and Kansas within the same paragraph, 
as illustrated by a 29 January 1858 article that stated, “Utah and Kansas are presented 
as being both in rebellion against the Federal Government, and the President is deter-
mined to put them both down, – the one by force of arms and the other by admission 
into the Union!”11 On 4 July 1857, the Times printed a “Speech of Hon. A. Lincoln, of 
Indiana [sic]” in which Lincoln responded to a speech by Senator Stephen A. Douglas. 
In his address, Lincoln discussed both slavery and the Mormons, but acknowledged the 
importance of the Utah question by opening his address “I begin with Utah . . . .”12
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Today we expect instantaneous news; that was not the case in the 1850s. With 
no competition from radio, television or the Internet, newspapers reigned supreme in 
the mid-nineteenth century. Newspapers were the most immediate and surest source of 
local, national, and international news, but it was not uncommon for a month or more 
to elapse between an event and its subsequent publication.13 Information reached the 
readers of the Times in many ways. The Times seemed most proud of telegraphic news 
and frequently noted that the information was received from a telegraphic source.14 
Newspapers regularly traded among themselves bundles of their previous editions in 
order to reprint articles of interest. Information was also received by mail, official military 
dispatch, and express riders. In the case of the Utah Expedition, express riders were 
frequently soldiers sent east from the body of the Utah Expedition carrying mail, reports, 
and supply requisitions. The Times received regular reports from war correspondents 
David A. Burr and James W. Simonton, who traveled with the Utah Expedition. Burr, 
the son of David H. Burr (the federally appointed surveyor general for Utah Territory, 
1855–57), served as a contract surveyor in Utah prior to the Utah War and traveled 
west with the army during the summer of 1857; he submitted his dispatches as “A.B.C.” 
Simonton, who submitted his dispatches as “S.,” joined the army at Camp Scott (near 
present day Fort Bridger in southwest Wyoming) in late May 1858.15
On the masthead of every Times published since 1897 is the famous motto “All 
the News That’s Fit to Print.”16 A more appropriate motto during the Utah War might 
have been simply “All the News.” It was not uncommon for rumors, speculation, and 
editorial comments to appear intermingled within the same news story. In April 1857, 
for example, a month before the Times announced that the army was being sent to 
accompany Utah’s newly appointed territorial governor, it reported that the Mormons 
had “200,000 spies and agents scattered throughout the country. . . [and they are] in 
close alliance with 300,000 Indians upon our Western border.”17 These were clearly 
amazing claims – especially considering that in 1857 there were only 55,236 Mormons 
in the entire world and a large percentage lived in Great Britain.18
Other rumors led readers of the Times to believe that the army would have a dif-
ficult approach into Salt Lake City.19 Walls fifteen feet high were reportedly built around 
the city, and even though the city is located in a semi-arid region, it was supposedly 
“surrounded by a deep and wide moat.”20 Some reports claimed that the Mormons 
possessed thirty artillery pieces, Greek fire, and had constructed a secret thirteen-mile 
passage through the canyons that was “completely covered over with a rock roof.”21 
Additional stories claimed that the Mormons were “making great preparations for 
defending all the passes to the [Salt Lake] Valley,” as well as “manufacturing small 
cannon, with percussion locks and telescope sights.” Ballistic details for the mythical 
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cannons of “peculiar construction” claimed they could fire a two-pound cannon ball 
“a distance of a mile and a half, with as much certainty as our common rifles will at 
120 yards.” All those reports were very inaccurate.22
Many of the rumors reported in the Times told of army massacres at the hands of 
the Mormons. General William S. Harney – who was originally appointed to command 
the Utah Expedition but never actually marched with the army to Utah – suppos-
edly lost 600 men to Mormon marauders in October 1857.23 Colonel Albert Sidney 
Johnston reportedly lost 160 soldiers in December 1857 and an additional 180 men 
in January 1858 as well as “all the provisions, mules and horses.”24 A “horrible rumor” 
from January 1858 related the fallacious story of 200 men in Lieutenant Colonel Philip 
St. George Cooke’s command being butchered, “a number taken prisoners, and all the 
officers hung.”25 According to reports printed in May 1858, both Captain Anderson 
and a Mormon guerrilla party that reportedly attacked him lost three-fourths of their 
soldiers.26 Colonel Johnston supposedly lost another 250 soldiers in May 1858, and 
afterwards the Mormons were said to have driven his army “before them for a distance 
of 150 miles.”27 The reality was that a relatively few Mormon skirmishers had scattered 
army cattle and burned some supply wagons and grazing land.28 
On Christmas Day 1857, Thomas L. Kane, a non-Mormon but longtime friend 
of Brigham Young and the Latter-day Saints, met with Buchanan in the White House 
and volunteered his services as a negotiator to bring the Utah War to a peaceful con-
clusion. Kane wrote he was “determined to go [to Utah Territory], whether with his 
[Buchanan’s] approbation or not.”29 Kane traveled to Utah through California, and 
rumors surrounding his trip were frequently reported by the Times. Kane was falsely 
characterized as a Mormon who had been “rebaptized and received his endowments [i.e., 
completed a Mormon religious ceremony], immediately upon his arrival at Salt Lake 
City from California.”30 Readers of the New York Times were also informed that Kane 
was “not sent out by the President,”31 which, while technically true, conveyed a false 
impression. Buchanan approved Kane’s trip and his efforts to resolve the Utah War, but 
at Kane’s insistence he did not make Kane an official government representative.32
It was all too common for the Times’s news reports about the Utah War to be 
published and then discredited. Follow-on news stories frequently noted that the 
original story was “erroneous,” “incorrectly stated,” “entirely false,” “discredited,” 
“not strictly correct,” based on “a sad lack of reliable information,” “a fabrication,” or 
“received with many grains of allowance.”33 Utah’s physical distance from the eastern 
seaboard increased the difficulty in separating fact from fiction. Nevertheless, a May 
1857 article noted that the “failure to receive . . . confirmation of the reports of vio-
lence, in no degree impairs [our] confidence in them,”34 and a November 1857 report 
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suggested that “this news, if true, is doubly important.”35 On the other hand, a January 
1858 Times article noted that a 
little common sense bestowed upon the Mormon question would 
not be out of place just now. Our people have been carried away 
by reports of massacres, murders and treason, and in their horror at 
these outrages, which have been contradicted as often as not, they 
have not paused to investigate their truth.36 
In general, it was difficult, if not impossible, for readers of the Times to verify the 
accuracy of the articles they read.
Besides erroneous reports regarding various alleged military disasters for the Utah 
Expedition, other recurrent themes appeared in the thousand-plus Utah War articles 
and stories in the Times during that two-year period: everyday anecdotes regarding 
the army’s trek westward, Brigham Young, Mormons and Mormonism, and assorted 
political questions. Correspondents embedded with the Utah Expedition ensured that 
Times readers were provided with frequent information about the army on the march. 
Many articles shared information about its condition and morale. Readers learned, 
for example, that it was so cold during the winter that “a bottle of sherry wine froze 
in a trunk.”37 By January 1858 “nearly two-thirds of all the animals attached to the 
expedition had died,”38 and inflation ran so high in the army camps that “a coat, which 
costs $4 in the States, [costs] $16, and everything else in like proportion.”39 At Camp 
Scott, where the Expedition wintered during 1857–58 because Mormon militia had 
burned down Fort Bridger prior to their arrival, soldiers built 
a theatre, and [it] will open with a concert on Saturday, and they 
intend to have dramatic representations once a week. . . . Daguerreo-
types, photographs, ambrotypes, &c., are taken in first-rate style, 
and our friends at home will soon have the satisfaction of seeing us 
illustrated in our camp costume, with views of our camp fixings.40
Some news was colorful, such as the report from Camp Scott that the “sale of all in-
toxicating drinks by suttlers or other persons is also positively prohibited. This order 
proves that the army is really straitened.”41 On another occasion the Times claimed that 
the meat the soldiers were eating was “the worst possible kind of tough bull, consist-
ing of those misguided oxen who crossed the plains with teams this Summer, worn 
to the bone almost, and who were foolish enough not to die before they got here.”42 
One reporter commented that 
this country seems doomed to be visited by all the plagues of Egypt. 
It has been visited by the plagues of locusts and grasshoppers, and 
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now we are suffering under a plague of flies; never were poor mortal 
men so plagued and pestered as we are at this time by common 
house flies – they buzz and bite, and sting and crawl upon us from 
the first dawn of day to the last dim twilight of evening.43
Some news was critical. A June 1857 article complained that the army fared worse on 
the plains than homesteaders and Mormon converts.
The emigration of last season, four-fifths of which consisted of 
women and children, started out in August, and made the entire 
trip on foot, hauling their bedding and provisions in hand-carts. 
If Uncle Sam’s war men can’t compete with women and children 
in their marches, and in ability to take care of themselves in a new 
and rude country, with all their advantages, appointments and 
ample means of transportation, surely they deserve the finger of 
scorn pointed at their puerile effeminacy.44
Some news was touching and timeless, such as this report from the New York Times 
special correspondent who traveled with the army:
The mail from the States has at length reached us in our exile, and 
the brow of care and anxiety is relaxed, the fatigue of military disci-
pline and exposure is forgotten . . . and all hearts are softened with 
thoughts of home, of absent friends. The faces of many brighten, 
and though the tear sparkles in the eye . . . and the countenance 
is almost distorted by the scarce-repressed emotion, which would 
burst the fetters with which it is bound in forced composure. It is 
a great event in our camp, this arrival of the mail.45
Brigham Young did not generally fair well on the pages of the Times. He was 
called “the monster of iniquity,” a “theocratical despot,” “a selfish and sensual brig-
and,” an “audacious villain,” “the presiding genius,” “the Mahomet of the Great Salt 
Lake,” and similar epithets.46 He was viewed as part king and part religious fanatic. 
“When he passes along the streets, which he sometimes does, every head is bowed, 
and perfumed handkerchiefs are waved by fair hands to herald his approach.”47 Times 
readers were told that Young was 
a man a little above the medium height, somewhat inclined to corpu-
lency, with a dull, bullet-looking sort of a head, sandy complexion, 
and an exceedingly sensual-looking mouth. When walking in the 
wind he usually wears a great pair of green goggles. . . . He has a fine, 
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full clear voice, which may be heard by a large audience. His speech 
is rather fluent than otherwise, and his attitude and gestures quite 
oratorical. Its effect upon his listeners is marked and decided.48
The Mormon practice of polygamy (actually polygyny), which dates from the 
beginnings of the church in the 1830s and was first publicly announced by Mormon 
apostle Orson Pratt in August 1852, increased the East’s fascination with Young. 
Writers for the Times could never quite agree how many wives Young actually had; 
one report claimed ninety – “75 pale-faced women” and “he has now added to his 
harem 15 lovely looking Indian squaws.”49 Whether they hated or admired Young, 
most writers seemed to recognize that “the whole issue of the Mormon rebellion 
depends upon the character of this remarkable person.”50 Shortly before the army 
entered the Salt Lake Valley in summer 1858, the Times mocked Buchanan’s policy 
by noting that “the Prophet, has not turned out as well as expected, and refuses to 
be a traitor.”51
Mormons were sometimes portrayed as members of “a ‘religious’ system which 
condenses into itself all the absurdities, usurpations, indecencies and villainies of the 
worst form of Paganism.”52 Mormonism was a “social ulcer” that “had assumed so 
malignant a form that longer forbearance of the knife is not to be tolerated” lest it 
“seriously compromise the character and endanger the tranquility of the country.”53 
Mormons were “steeped in mystery and sunken in mental powers”54 and were “an active, 
enterprising people, [and] are all the more closely to be watched on that account.”55 
Individual Mormons reportedly were “semi-savage, have the habits and characteristics 
of the Indians, and can live as the Indians do.”56 Many writers believed them guilty 
of “murders, arsons, robberies, and the forcible debauch of defenseless women per-
petrated day after day.”57 Their living conditions in Utah Territory were indicative of 
their debased nature, described in one Times report as
comfortless, and so far from inviting or favoring the commonest 
decency in living, actually forbid it, by rendering it impossible. 
Squalid poverty stares at us from every door and window. Not one 
woman in ten has a pair of shoes to her feet, their garments are of 
the coarsest material, and their children ragged, half naked, shock-
ingly dirty, and rude as young Indians.58
Mormons were considered devious foes who had prepared, it was claimed, all manner 
of devilish defenses to stop the army from entering the Salt Lake Valley. Canyon walls 
were reportedly mined, artificial dams were supposedly built to flood canyon roads and 
make them impassible, and sharpshooters were thought to lurk behind every rock.59
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Occasionally, however, sympathetic Times articles also appeared in print. One 
from June 1858 commented on “the move south” – a call from Brigham Young for 
Mormons to vacate northern Utah and move south prior to the army’s arrival. 
Whatever our opinions may be of Mormon morals or Mormon 
manners, there can be no question that this voluntary and even 
cheerful abandonment by 40000 people of homes created by 
wonderful industry in the midst of trackless wastes, after years of 
hardship and persecution, is something, from which no one who 
has a particle of sympathy with pluck, fortitude and constancy, can 
withhold his admiration.60 
The reporter observed that “right or wrong, sincerity thus attested is not a thing to be 
sneered at. True or false, a faith to which so many men and women prove their loyalty 
by such sacrifices, is a force in the world.”
Many articles made it clear that national sentiment did not consider Utah Terri-
tory worthy of statehood and argued that some faults by Mormons required resolution 
by force of arms. One noted that the 
general feeling of the people of the Union in all sections, and of all 
sects and parties, is so decidedly adverse to the Mormons, that the 
Government is not likely to be held to a very strict account for its 
acts towards them, even though they should be utterly exterminated, 
or driven from their present resting-place.61 
Much of the debate regarding the purpose and cost of the Utah Expedition would 
sound familiar today: the mission was unclear and the cost was high. Then, as now, 
congressional representatives complained that there were “no backward tracks when 
our Government began to spend money.”62 During congressional debate, as reported in 
the New York Times, it was suggested that the cost of the Utah Expedition could have 
“paid the expenses of our entire ocean mail service for years” or purchased a transcon-
tinental railroad.63 By April 1858, readers of the Times learned there was “an increasing 
disposition in Congress to check further movements of the Utah Expedition.”64 When 
President Buchanan sent his budget message to Congress in June 1858, it was reportedly 
met with loud laughter on the floor of the House of Representatives.65 
Surprisingly from our perspective today, the news story that did not receive much 
press attention during the Utah War was the terrible massacre of more than a hundred men, 
women, and children by Mormon settlers and Indians on 11 September 1857 at Mountain 
Meadows three hundred miles southwest of Salt Lake City.66 The atrocity received some 
mention in the Times during the Utah War, but it was usually brief or incidental.67 The 
paucity of reporting at that time is not startling, however, given the tragedy’s remote loca-
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tion and the difficulty of receiving news from the West. To better understand the limited 
reporting that the massacre received, it is helpful to note that it was also ignored by both 
President Buchanan in his first annual message to Congress on 8 December 1857 and 
Brigham Young in his 15 December 1857 message to the Utah legislature.68 
In December 1857, a half-year after Buchanan ordered federal troops to march 
to Utah, the president finally broke his public silence on the Utah Expedition in his 
aforementioned first annual message to Congress. He noted that the 
present condition of the Territory of Utah, when contrasted with 
what it was one year ago, is a subject for congratulation. It was then 
in a state of rebellion, and cost what it might, the character of the 
Government required that this rebellion should be suppressed and 
the Mormons compelled to yield obedience to the Constitution and 
the laws. . . . The whole wisdom and economy of sending sufficient 
reinforcements to Utah are established not only by the event, but 
in the opinion of those who, from their position and opportunities, 
are the most capable of forming a correct judgment.69
Just six months later, during the same week, coincidentally, that now-General Johnston 
and the expedition army marched into the Salt Lake Valley, the Times published their 
editorial conclusions regarding the Utah War: 
The Mormon war has been unquestionably a mass of blunders 
from beginning to end. It was begun without knowing whether the 
Mormons would submit without fighting or not. The troops were 
then set in motion in Autumn when they ought to have been set in 
motion in Spring. When they had suffered horribly, and lost their 
baggage-train in the snow, peace commissioners were thought of, 
and negotiations set on foot. . . . Governor Cumming was to have 
entered as a conqueror; he entered in perfect peace and quietness. 
He wrote home that all was right – General Johnston wrote home 
that all was wrong. He said he was de facto as well as de jure Governor 
of Utah – Johnston said he was a prisoner. The troops were sent to 
vindicate the supremacy of the United States and reduce the Mor-
mons to subjection. They have not done so, and the Mormons have 
all disappeared. We marched forth to bring a smiling and populous 
territory under sway –  we find ourselves, after spending twenty 
millions of dollars, in possession of a howling waste. 70
For the Times, the bottom line of the Utah War was that “whichever way we look at 
it, it is a great mass of stupid blunders.”71 In the previous week a Times reporter was 
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even more blunt: “an army was sent to chastise rebels, before it was clearly ascertained 
whether or not there were any rebels to chastise.”72
Historians today often refer to the Utah Expedition as “Buchanan’s Blunder” 
and consider it to have been an expensive folly. Times readers in 1857–58 were regaled 
with plentiful information about the Utah War. A great deal of it, as we have seen, 
was inaccurate, sensationalist, and generally hostile to the Mormons. Although these 
readers remained only partially informed regarding the actual situation, they prob-
ably would not have disagreed with the current negative appraisal by historians of 
Buchanan’s general handling of the controversy. In that respect at least, and perhaps 
despite itself, the Times got something right.
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Managing the backlash: Senator Ernest F. “Fritz” Hollings and the 
Marshall and Fortas Supreme Court nominations
David Timothy Ballantyne
Fritz Hollings is widely remembered for his often progressive policies as governor and U.S. senator for South Carolina. In his final address as governor to the state’s Gen-
eral Assembly on 9 January 1963, he urged peaceful compliance with the court order to 
integrate Clemson College.1 Later he worked closely with NAACP Field Secretary I. De-
Quincey Newman to expose the extent of human deprivation in South Carolina through 
a series of “Hunger Tours” around some of the state’s most poverty-stricken communities.2 
By his second term, in a break from many of his southern colleagues in the U.S. Senate, 
Hollings was aggressively touting increased spending on the food stamp program and was 
heavily involved in environmental preservation efforts.3 In this paper, however, I examine 
a “conservative moment” in Hollings’ career: between November 1966 and November 
1968, a period stretching from his unexpectedly narrow special election victory over the 
Republican Marshall Parker to his election – again over Parker – to a full six-year U.S. 
Senate term. By focusing on Hollings’ response to two Supreme Court nominations by 
President Lyndon Johnson, this study will probe the salience of the backlash against civil-
rights legislation in southern politics in the late 1960s. The nominations of Thurgood 
Marshall and Abe Fortas clearly inflamed the passions of conservative southern white voters. 
Although Hollings opposed both nominees, the way he did so highlights how he sought 
to appease his conservative white constituents without totally alienating his black voter 
support. Hollings’ response to these nominations also demonstrates the slow movement 
by South Carolina Democrats towards embracing civil rights concerns at a time when 
black voters were becoming an essential part of the Democratic voting coalition. 
This two-year period is also particularly helpful for examining the evolving 
influence of racial concerns in South Carolina politics and in southern politics in 
general. Crawford Cook, Hollings’ administrative assistant at the time, later asserted 
that “we never stopped campaigning even after that general election [in 1966],” and 
recalled that Hollings “campaigned very aggressively the whole time” between 1966 
and 1968.4 Hollings has repeatedly cited the observation of his early Senate mentor, 
Georgia’s Richard B. Russell, that “you’re given a six year term, the first two years to 
be a statesman, the second two years to be a politician, and the last two years to be 
a demagogue.”5 The period from 1966 to 1968, then, was Hollings’ “demagoguing” 
interval, even though the circumstances of the special election had rearranged the 
Georgia senator’s sequence of stages. Moreover, opinion polls conducted on Hollings’ 
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behalf at this time confirmed that race remained a central concern among the South 
Carolina electorate. In a letter to Greenville News editor Wayne Freeman after the 
1968 campaign, Hollings discussed this preoccupation with race and its connected-
ness with allegedly “coded” issues like “law and order” in the minds of voters. Having 
taken information from two different polling companies, Hollings revealed that “in 
both instances, the number one issue is race. This is disconcerting because a candidate 
would like to come and talk about jobs and opportunities, but politically he knows 
this falls on deaf ears, and, instead, he must talk about law and order.”6 
The “law and order” subject was well recognized for its potential to relay racial “code” 
to voters. A Kraft poll conducted in November 1967 for Hollings’ re-election campaign 
noted that its discussion of race relations in South Carolina “could just as easily have been 
classified under the general heading of ‘Law and Order.’” Moreover, from the viewpoint of 
conservative white voters, “the demonstrator – and this includes anti-war demonstrators as 
well as civil rights demonstrators – is flaunting [sic] the law of the land, or at least what they 
think should be the law of the land.”7 At times the racially-charged nature of the “law and 
order” theme was obvious, as seen in the oblique reference to Martin Luther King Jr. in one 
of Hollings’ constituent newsletters from December 1967: “Most of the students and rights 
leaders who reject society feel like an arrest is a badge of an individual’s sincerity. . . . In 
fact, if you are real good at it, arrest and jail can bring a Nobel Prize.”8 Similarly, in another 
newsletter highlighting the perceived breakdown of “law and order,” Hollings alluded to the 
Orangeburg Massacre, where three black students had been shot and killed by state troopers 
at South Carolina State College in February 1968. The shootings marked the culmination 
of an altercation that had begun with black protests over the failure of a local bowling alley 
to admit black patrons. The newsletter, entitled “Clear Call for Law” read: “If you don’t like 
the way a bowling alley is operated, then your right under the law and your responsibility 
under the law is to cross the street to the Court House and obtain a blue paper and close it 
down. You have no right to put a brick through the window or burn it down.”9 The theme 
of “law and order,” and particularly the notion that the U.S. Supreme Court under Chief 
Justice Warren had created a permissive society where crime could thrive, figured prominently 
in the cases made by opponents of the Marshall and Fortas nominations.
Thurgood Marshall, the first African-American Supreme Court nominee, was nomi-
nated by President Johnson in June 1967 and was easily confirmed by a sixty-nine to eleven 
Senate vote on 30 August. Hollings had actually eaten breakfast and spoken with Marshall 
at Union Station in Washington D.C. many years previously (6 December 1952), shortly 
before the opening arguments of Briggs v. Elliot, which contested the constitutionality of 
Clarendon County’s racially segregated school system.10 Yet there was little doubt that the 
senator, soon to face re-election in a state that had given Barry Goldwater a landslide victory 
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in 1964, was now going to vote against Marshall. The votes against Marshall’s confirmation 
closely correlated with the states that had voted for Goldwater: eight of the eleven senators 
voting against Marshall came from the five Deep South states that had gone Republican in 
1964, the only states alongside Arizona to do so.11 No senators from the Deep South voted 
for Marshall’s confirmation: the remaining two senators from the region, John Stennis of 
Mississippi and Richard Russell of Georgia, both abstained from voting.12 Hollings later 
noted how voting for Marshall was never a serious consideration: “Lyndon Johnson had run 
and he was going to put a black on the court and they had that in the campaign. . . . If you 
were for that, you might as well not run [in South Carolina] for re-election in ’68.” 13 
As Marshall had served as the NAACP’s Special Counsel, it was unsurprising that 
Hollings’ constituents who opposed his confirmation used similar strategies to those that had 
previously been used to discredit the NAACP, with Marshall’s detractors often employing a 
combination of anti-communist and anti-black themes. A pamphlet published by the “Mothers’ 
Crusade for Victory over Communism” exhibited both these themes well. It noted that Marshall 
had been an officer of the National Lawyers Guild, which was cited as a Communist front 
by the special Committee on Un-American Activities in 1944. Marshall had also submitted 
“a report denouncing lynching and discrimination,” which had been adopted by the Guild’s 
executive board.14 Numerous constituent letters opposing Marshall shared the concern that he 
would act against the perceived interests of the South once he was confirmed to the Supreme 
Court. One letter urged a vote against his confirmation, since “the entire world knows how 
he would vote if our South was involved.”15 Another contended that “Mr. Marshall has shown 
by his past actions to be a strong supporter of so-called ‘civil rights’ at the expense of states’ 
rights and Cons[t]itutional government. His appointment would tend to further weaken our 
Federal form of government and continue the extreme liberal trend of the Warren Court.”16 
A letter from E. B. Woodward captures the simplicity of Hollings’ decision, should he want 
to be re-elected. He wrote: “You are in Washington to promote the interest of the majority of 
the people who sent you there and I assure you the majority are the conservatives.” Moreover, 
“disregarding this condition will certainly mark your name as ‘MUD’.”17
Hollings’ justification for his vote against Marshall drew on the issue of “judicial 
philosophy,” a term often used euphemistically in reference to the Warren Court’s 
perceived disregard of judicial precedent in its opinions, particularly the 1954 Brown 
v. Board of Education decision. Hollings echoed the line of argument used by the 
southern conservatives Ervin, Eastland, McClellan, and Thurmond on the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, who argued in a minority report on the Marshall nomination 
that Marshall would serve as another member in the Supreme Court’s “judicial activist” 
majority. Hollings wrote to Marshall on 21 June 1967 and asked for written opinions on 
several recent five-to-four Supreme Court decisions that affected law enforcement and were 
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deemed by many conservatives to be indicative of judicial overreach, such as the Miranda v. 
State of Arizona case.18 Marshall later noted in his Senate confirmation hearings in July that 
he would be unable to offer his opinion on any matter he would be likely to rule upon, as to 
do so would require him to recuse himself from future cases heard once he became a sitting 
justice.19 Hollings’ inquiry at this point was disingenuous, for his staff had already drafted 
a letter to concerned constituents by 20 June that noted that Marshall’s testimony on these 
controversial opinions had already disqualified him as a nominee. Since this letter draft to 
constituents was written the day before Hollings sent the original letter to Marshall asking 
his judgment on these cases, it was clear that his negative vote was already decided.20 
Hollings’ justification for rejecting Marshall as a nominee was far more temperate than 
the reasoning given by his conservative South Carolina counterpart, Strom Thurmond. In a 
speech on the Senate floor before the confirmation vote on 30 August, Thurmond not only 
attacked Marshall’s judicial philosophy; after pursuing an arguably esoteric line of questioning 
over the drafting of the Constitution’s thirteenth and fourteenth amendments during Marshall’s 
confirmation hearings, he contended that Marshall was too ill-informed to be a Supreme 
Court justice. Thurmond even held that Marshall’s successful record as a litigator before the 
Supreme Court could not be used as a basis for his confirmation, since the cases were “decided 
on bases other than a strict application of the law and the precedents.”21 In contrast, Hollings 
said nothing about the nomination on the Senate floor, and simply voted “Nay.”
The use of the ostensibly non-racial “judicial philosophy” argument allowed Hollings 
to defend his “No” vote to disaffected black citizens in South Carolina. African Americans had 
given Hollings some 97 percent of their votes in the 1966 general election and certainly had 
provided him with his margin of victory. Responding to a letter from Samuel Hudson, described 
by Hollings’ secretary as “a responsible Negro with some political influence” and “highly thought 
of in Georgetown,”22 Hollings sought to square his rejection of Marshall with his supposed 
support of black advancement.23 Hollings wrote that “the Court is legislating or acting like 
a Congress rather than determining the law as a Court must do. I would disapprove anyone 
bent on continuing this trend. . . . Mr. Marshall’s cause is to write into Court decisions what 
he thinks the law should be rather than what it is. This is one of our greatest dangers.”24 
Abe Fortas’ nomination in June 1968 to replace Chief Justice Warren, a nomina-
tion that Hollings also opposed, brought about a far more controversial and protracted 
fight over confirmation in the Senate. The nomination was eventually withdrawn after a 
cloture vote on 1 October fell well short of the necessary two-thirds majority to cut off 
debate over the nomination. Seeing an opportunity to curb the perceived excesses of the 
Warren Court, conservative senators, chief among them being the Republicans Robert 
Griffin of Michigan and Strom Thurmond, vigorously opposed Fortas’ nomination. In 
confirmation hearings held in July, Griffin contended that Fortas was a “lame duck” 
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appointment (since Johnson had already announced that he was not seeking re-election), 
decried Fortas’ closeness to the president, and sought to filibuster the nomination.25 
Although he would eventually oppose Fortas’ confirmation, Hollings had initially 
told presidential aides that he would support the nomination.26 Upon the announcement 
of the Fortas nomination, however, Hollings received an enormous volume of correspon-
dence on the matter, the vast majority of it negative. Constituents were aggrieved on a 
great range of issues: they railed against Fortas’ alleged Communist ties, the apparent 
breakdown of law, efforts to impose regulations on gun ownership, Fortas’ supposed 
permissiveness towards pornography, and, often in a more coded manner, the Supreme 
Court’s recent decisions promoting racial equality. Several letters27 were sent to Hollings 
that attached information from the “Liberty Lobby,” a far-right organization whose 
executive secretary testified at the Fortas confirmation hearings against the “philosophy 
of ‘permissiveness’ on the right of the people to live in safety.” He further claimed this 
right to be “far more precious to man than any of the ‘rights’ that have monopolized 
the attention of the Supreme Court and the Congress recently.”28 An examination of the 
pamphlets published by the Liberty Lobby (and sent to Hollings) reveals how the strands 
of anti-Communist, anti-crime, and anti-integrationist sentiment often converged in 
the opposition to the Fortas nomination. One such publication was “The Abe Fortas 
Record,” which provides a twenty-point assault on the substance of Fortas’ career. In 
addition to citing his alleged ties to subversive groups and his work on designing the 
“Durham Rule,” which “has prevented conviction of killers and rapists,” the pamphlet 
notes that Fortas “helped to write the ‘Gesell Report’ for the Defense Department, 
aimed at forcing off-base racial integration in housing, social life, etc., of U.S., service-
men.”29 Fortas believed that much of the opposition to his nomination was motivated 
by racial considerations. In a letter to Justice William O. Douglas after the nomination 
hearings ended, he wrote: “Primarily, the bitter response mirrors the opposition to what 
has happened with respect to the racial question and the general revolution of human 
dignity, reflected by our decisions in the field of criminal law, etc.”30 
Faced with this feverish opposition to Fortas, Hollings first chose to split the 
difference politically. He would vote against Fortas’ confirmation but would not join 
the Griffin filibuster, differentiating his position from Thurmond, who aggressively op-
posed the nomination from his position on the Senate Judiciary Committee. In form 
letters sent back to constituents in July, Hollings dismissed as a partisan subterfuge 
the claim that Lyndon Johnson was making a “lame duck” appointment: in fact, 
Hollings asserted, Johnson “not only has the right but the duty” to nominate a new 
Chief Justice.31 Nevertheless, on the Senate floor on 18 July, Hollings provided the 
“judicial philosophy” grounds for opposing Fortas, as he had given for his opposition 
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to Marshall’s confirmation. He remarked: “I oppose the confirmation . . . because I 
cannot approve the Warren philosophy of the Supreme Court.”32 
Even this position provoked vocal opposition in South Carolina. Several constituents 
wrote to Hollings to claim that his stance against Fortas was a meaningless one. Since there 
was little question that Fortas would receive a majority of votes from the Senate, the only way 
to prevent his confirmation was to filibuster against the nomination.33 Likewise, Hollings’ 
Republican opponent in the 1968 election, Marshall Parker, attacked the decision not to join 
the Griffin filibuster as “another case of Hollings talking out of both sides of his mouth.”34
Perhaps unsurprisingly, with Hollings facing re-election in November and the 
Fortas issue remaining explosive, Hollings altered his position in August. He announced 
that he would filibuster the Fortas nomination, but not for the same reasons given in the 
Griffin manifesto, which alleged that President Johnson should not make a “lame duck” 
court appointment. Rather, Hollings would filibuster because of Fortas’ adherence to the 
Warren Court’s alleged philosophy of judicial activism. In constituent correspondence, 
Hollings contended that “it is the Warren philosophy of the Supreme Court I oppose. 
On this issue I will filibuster until Christmas, if necessary. However, I will not join in any 
partisan filibuster which has been instituted for the aggrandizement of any political party 
during a presidential election year.”35 Hollings joined in the filibuster when the Fortas 
nomination reached the Senate floor on 25 September and subsequently voted against 
cloture on 1 October. The failure to achieve cloture effectively killed the nomination.
During both the Marshall and Fortas nomination processes, Hollings sought 
to establish some distance between himself and the state’s more ardent conservatives 
and segregationists, even if the differences were only rhetorical. In response to the 
chairman of the Beaufort County Democratic Executive Committee, who had noted 
the “extremely luke-warm” attitude of blacks toward Hollings’ re-election, Hollings 
highlighted both the distinction between his position and that of other South Caro-
lina politicians and the difficulties he had in balancing white and black interests. He 
wrote: “Our strongest Democratic candidate, Mendel Rivers, curses these things [i.e., 
President Johnson’s Supreme Court nominations] outright and supports the candi-
date of the other Party. I am squeezed in the middle and do my best.”36 The problem 
for African Americans in the state was that even as Hollings offered little difference 
publicly from South Carolina’s stridently segregationist politicians on issues that con-
cerned the black community, there was nowhere else to go. After all, they were not 
going to support the Republican Marshall Parker. Although he had some reputation 
as a racial moderate,37 during the 1966 general election Parker had remarked that he 
wanted “no part of the Negro vote.”38 Hollings candidly acknowledged this much 
in his correspondence with Wayne Freeman after the 1968 election. He wrote: “The 
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Negro will apparently remain in the Democratic Party, but due to the antagonism of 
the Republican leadership. . . . Harry Dent described the bloc vote as “voting like a 
bunch of monkeys.” In short, unless the Republican attitude changes, the Negro has 
no place else to go but the Democratic Party.”39 
Hollings’ 1968 campaign certainly sought to minimize the public profile of his black 
support, an unsurprising strategy given that Hollings had been labelled with some success 
as the “bloc vote” candidate in 1966. In a document from November 1968 entitled “Re-
flections on the Election”, Hollings noted that he “did not go to the Manning dinner for 
Roy Wilkins,” and “kept the right enemies, like Mo[d]jeska Simkins and Billy Fleming,” 
who were both perceived as too radical by many in the white community.40 Moreover, the 
Hollings campaign had lined up support from local black leaders before the senate race 
received more intense public scrutiny: “We had our meetings earlier during the relative 
cool of August with the brethren, particularly with the Alex Alfords [an influential African 
American from Georgetown] who would be offended if you didn’t come.”41 
Hollings did, however, achieve substantive improvements for his black constitu-
ents on issues that were not publicly prominent, notably in the fields of health and 
housing. For instance, he secured Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) funds to 
allow the establishment of the Food Stamp program in majority-black Williamsburg 
County in 1967 after the county’s all-white delegation had refused to appropriate 
the necessary monies to finance the scheme.42 He also persuaded the head of OEO, 
Sargent Shriver, to provide money to establish the Beaufort-Jasper Comprehensive 
Health Center, and he expedited approval of Housing and Urban Development federal 
grants for housing projects benefiting black constituents.43
The movement away from segregationist politics, or at least a politics in which 
Hollings paid overwhelming deference to his white segregationist support, was slow in 
coming in the 1960s. Tellingly, Hollings was still referring to the “so-called Civil Rights 
Act of 1968” in constituent correspondence that year.44 Even if Hollings had been inclined 
to confirm both of President Johnson’s Supreme Court nominees, it would have been 
impracticable politically: without the votes of conservative whites, Hollings could not 
have been re-elected in 1968. His record of securing funds for health and housing projects 
demonstrated that Hollings could be responsive to black interests at this time, though not 
on issues as publicly prominent or controversial as the Marshall and Fortas nominations. 
Finally, judging from Hollings’ actions after his re-election, notably his testimony in early 
1969 to a Senate select committee on the extent of hunger in South Carolina, an extremely 
controversial topic, the six-year term Hollings won in 1968 provided him with the politi-
cal freedom required to pursue a public policy agenda that would have been politically 
impossible had he approached it in the two-year term he had won in 1966.
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Thou Shalt Not Duel: Some Observations regarding the  
Impotency of Dueling Laws in South Carolina
Matthew A. Byron
In the early nineteenth century, large groups of legislators, preachers, and anti-dueling society members in the South began a campaign to eradicate the practice of duel-
ing through state legislation. These laws provided strict punishment for participants 
ranging from hefty fines to imprisonment to the death penalty, but did little to slow 
the practice of dueling in South Carolina or in any other state. Men were able to kill 
one another in duels and not face prosecution. Legislators in South Carolina were 
unable for many years to create an effective legal deterrent that would discourage or 
perhaps even eradicate the practice. Despite the absence of such deterrent for most of 
the nineteenth century, dueling did end in South Carolina by the final two decades. 
This study looks at the frequency of dueling in South Carolina against the backdrop 
of laws prohibiting its practice. Thereby new approaches can be suggested for further 
research. The data suggest that although South Carolina authorities appeared willing 
to prosecute duelists in the late 1700s, as dueling became fashionable in the 1800s 
the effective prosecution of duelists all but disappeared. When new legislation was 
adopted specifically designed to end dueling, some duelists ignored the law, while 
others simply removed to another state or territory to conduct their hazardous affairs 
of honor. This continuation of dueling has led many scholars to argue that dueling 
laws of the era simply were ineffective against the practice.1 In general terms, this 
is correct insofar as dueling persisted in the state for most of the century. However, 
if one looks at how and where duels were conducted following various legislative 
enactments, one learns that dueling in South Carolina was eventually pushed to 
the margins of tolerated behavior and eventually denied the public acceptance that 
duelists so desperately sought. 
Dueling arrived in the British American colonies relatively early in their history. 
In 1619, the first recorded duel occurred in the Virginia colony when Captain William 
Eppes killed Captain Edward Stallinge.2 Two years later a duel occurred in the recently 
settled region of Massachusetts.3 Three years later another duel occurred in Virginia 
between Captain Richard Stevens and George Harrison.4 Thus, it might have seemed 
that dueling was entrenching itself into early colonial society. Yet surprisingly, no duel 
was recorded over the course of the next ninety years in any of the thirteen American 
colonies that would subsequently form the United States.
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In the early part of the eighteenth century, dueling returned sporadically in the years 
prior to the American Revolution.5 During that conflict, however, the practice became 
popular among the young officers in Washington’s army. Between 1775 and 1783, 
forty-five recorded duels occurred. The need for anti-dueling laws may have seemed 
necessary, yet only a few states had such prior to 1800.6 None of the original southern 
states had specific laws pertaining to dueling prior to the nineteenth century.
In South Carolina the adoption of a special dueling law prior to the nineteenth 
century was, perhaps, unnecessary. In several instances, recorded duels occurred wherein 
at least one of the participants was prosecuted under South Carolina’s criminal code. 
In 1771, Dr. John Haley shot and killed Peter De Lancy, the Deputy Postmaster for 
the Southern District.7 In the aftermath of the duel, Haley was charged under South 
Carolina’s murder law. The jury, taking but “a few Minutes . . . brought in their Verdict, 
guilty of Manslaughter.”8 Although convicted of manslaughter, Haley thereby evaded 
the more serious conviction of murder. In any event, because Haley received a royal 
pardon, he served no jail time.9  
In 1785 a fatal duel again occurred in South Carolina that resulted in a charge 
and conviction of manslaughter. Major William Clay Snipes shot and killed Colonel 
Maurice Simons. Snipes was initially charged with murder; the charge, however, was 
subsequently reduced, and he was found guilty of manslaughter.10 A similar incident 
occurred two years later when Captain Holmes mortally wounded Gabriel Wall. The 
jury of inquest that followed the duel quickly found Holmes guilty of manslaughter.11 
In both cases it is unclear how the defendants were actually punished, if at all. Regard-
less of punishment, the fact that these duels resulted in both prosecution and convic-
tion of the surviving duelist suggests that South Carolina’s legal system was intent on 
prosecuting and punishing duelists. As historian S. Sidney Ulmer notes, these decisions 
“illustrate the more critical attitude of the later period” towards dueling.12
Thus it appears that the need for a new dueling law was not present in 
eighteenth-century South Carolina, for duelists there faced prosecution and were 
convicted, albeit the punishments in these three cases – uncertain in two cases and 
pardoned in the third – were less than those originally sought by authorities. Yet for 
as many duelists who faced prosecution, some avoided any legal repercussions from 
the practice. In 1785, for example, Daniel Huger wounded Charles Cotesworth 
Pinckney during a duel without subsequent legal repercussions.13 But it would 
be unwise to conclude from this instance that South Carolina’s legal system only 
prosecuted duelists when a duel proved fatal. The following year, two more duels 
occurred in the state, one proving fatal. No prosecution was undertaken against the 
duelists in either instance. Ralph Isaacs mortally wounded Dr. Joseph Brown Ladd 
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near Charleston, while Ralph Izard wounded Dr. Thomas Tudor Tucker in a duel 
over political differences.14 In 1787 an unknown physician killed Nathaniel Abney 
in a duel in Union County.15 In the case of the Isaacs-Ladd duel, it was reported that 
after Dr. Ladd fired his pistol into the air, Isaacs fired and hit Ladd in the stomach. 
Upon learning of the location of the wound, Isaacs purportedly proclaimed that he 
had taken aim at Ladd’s leg and not at his stomach. Perhaps this explanation was 
enough to satisfy authorities that Ladd’s death was the result of an accident and did 
not constitute premeditated murder. In the case of Nathaniel Abney, the fact that the 
surviving duelist was “unknown” suggests one of two things. Perhaps the surviving 
duelist was truly unknown and authorities could not pursue legal action. Alterna-
tively, the lack of a name could have resulted from a concerted effort by members 
of the community to prevent authorities from locating the surviving duelist. The 
first alternative – which would require that no one in Union County knew who the 
surviving duelist was – seem less likely. Either way, the inability to name Abney’s 
killer prevented any prosecution.
Following the sudden outbreak of duels between 1785 and 1787, South Carolina 
witnessed only three more duels in the remaining years of the eighteenth century.16 
Yet all resulted in fatalities and in none was there any subsequent legal action. Thus, 
it appears that enforcement of South Carolina’s murder law in instances of dueling at 
this juncture was sporadic, and no clear legal response to dueling had been established. 
This situation would change in the early part of the nineteenth century, however, 
when dueling became quite fashionable not only in South Carolina, but throughout 
the United States.
The volatile election year of 1800 launched the United States into a new world 
of political rivalries. Amid this competition between Hamiltonians, Jeffersonians, and 
“in-betweeners” like Aaron Burr, the duel became the political weapon of choice of 
many prominent politicians. To illustrate this point, one only need look at the number 
of recorded duels that occurred in the first decade of the nineteenth century (1800 to 
1809): 117 duels took place across the United States, 7 of them in South Carolina. 
For comparison, a total of 121 duels had taken place in the same area during 1700 
to 1799.17  It was in the wake of this upsurge that serious anti-dueling movements 
sprang up around the country. 
In 1802 both Tennessee and North Carolina passed dueling laws in the aftermath 
of duels involving famous participants. In Tennessee, future U.S. President Andrew 
Jackson and Tennessee Governor John Sevier met on the Kentucky border to settle 
their affair of honor. Although neither man was injured in the encounter, Sevier’s high 
public profile – greater than Jackson’s at the time – pushed Tennessee legislators to enact 
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a law that prohibited participants in a duel from holding public office.18 That same 
year, John Stanly dueled with North Carolina State Senator Richard Dobbs Spaight. 
The latter, who also had been a U.S. Representative from North Carolina, died from 
his wounds, while Stanly soon took Spaight’s seat in the North Carolina Senate.19 The 
outrage over Spaight’s death led directly to the passage of North Carolina’s dueling 
law. This enactment, as would be the case with most subsequent dueling laws in the 
country, took much of its wording from anti-dueling legislation already in existence. 
In this instance, North Carolina’s law was nearly identical to Tennessee’s statute.
The passage of North Carolina’s and Tennessee’s dueling laws did not, however, 
immediately trigger a massive movement elsewhere to outlaw the practice. Instead, 
it was the 1804 duel wherein Aaron Burr killed Alexander Hamilton in Weehawken, 
New Jersey, that sparked national outrage. The death of a prominent national politi-
cian at the hands of the Vice-President of the United States produced an outcry from 
citizens, especially from the clergy, to legislate more effectively both on the federal and 
state level against the practice of dueling. Reverend Samuel Spring was most prominent 
among the clergy in this regard.
A graduate of Princeton and chaplain in the Continental Army during the Ameri-
can Revolution, Spring had developed in his ministry a strong following throughout the 
country.20  So when he took the pulpit in Newburyport, Massachusetts, on 5 August 
1804 (a month after Hamilton’s death) to rail against the practice, many Americans took 
heed. The sermon, entitled “The Sixth Commandment Friendly to Virtue, Honor and 
Politeness. A Discourse, in Consequence of the Late Duel,” focused much of its attention 
on the violation of the biblical commandment prohibiting murder.21 Refraining from 
passing personal judgment on Hamilton or Burr, Spring proclaimed that all duelists were 
murderers regardless of whether anyone was killed. The duelist, according to Spring, 
professes to fight in order to prove his honor by risking his life, not in order to kill his 
opponent. Thus, he “prefers death and worldly honor before life and worldly disgrace. 
He is therefore a murderer: he is a self murderer.”22 Spring’s sermon, and those by other 
clergymen in the following years, attempted to place the ideology and ritual of dueling 
on trial by appealing to Americans’ disdain for senseless violence and, more importantly, 
their abhorrence of suicide. It is difficult to ascertain how successful this approach was. 
Clearly people listened to and read Spring’s sermon or those of other like-minded clergy, 
but it cannot yet be concluded that these sermons were the most influential factor mo-
tivating legislators to enact anti-dueling laws. Nevertheless, the combination of outrage 
over Hamilton’s death at the hands of Burr and the sustained attack on the practice of 
dueling by clergymen remained a potent one, even in the face of the large number of 
duels subsequently recorded in the next few years across the United States.23
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But what about South Carolina? Despite the creation of dueling laws in neigh-
boring states in the early 1800s and the national outcry over Alexander Hamilton’s 
death, the state was rather slow to enact its own dueling law. To be certain, there was 
one pretext available for South Carolinian legislators to encourage enactment of a 
dueling law in 1802 at the same time as Tennessee and North Carolina. In June of that 
year, the strained romantic relationship between South Carolinians George Izard and 
Ninette Peire led to a duel in New Jersey (opposite Philadelphia) between the former 
and the latter’s brother. Both Izard – whose father had fought one of South Carolina’s 
earlier duels in 1786 – and Ninette’s brother were wounded, the former seriously.24 
But there is no recorded evidence that either man faced prosecution.25 Seemingly an 
isolated event, the Izard-Peire duel attracted little or no attention in South Carolina 
despite the fact that a famous Charlestonian had been gravely wounded. Nor did it 
prompt any anti-dueling legislation in the Palmetto State.
Dueling resurfaced in South Carolina in 1806 when James McPherson and 
Emanuel De La Motta fought near the Washington Race Course in Charleston. It 
appears that neither man suffered injury or prosecution following the affair.26 A duel 
in the following year and two more in 1808 could perhaps have been expected to 
provoke a public response, yet no legislative movement, nor did indeed any duels, for 
that matter, occur in the state during the next three and a half years.27
In 1812 Dr. Philip Moser promoted the passage of the first anti-dueling law in 
South Carolina’s history. Moser’s Act, as it became known, placed harsh penalties on all 
participants of a duel. Anyone involved in the duel, regardless of degree of participa-
tion, “shall be imprisoned for twelve months, and shall severally forfeit and pay a fine 
of two thousand dollars, the one half thereof to be appropriated to the use of the State, 
the other half to the informer. . . . ”28 By offering a monetary incentive to informants, 
the law was designed both to inculcate a negative attitude towards dueling and a will-
ing attitude towards suppressing the practice. Moser’s Act also included a provision 
similar to that of Tennessee and North Carolina legislation, whereby the survivor of a 
fatal duel would be indicted under the state’s murder law, which prescribed the death 
penalty upon conviction.29
The effectiveness of Moser’s Act is difficult to determine. When one simply looks 
at the number of duels in the immediate aftermath of its enactment, the Moser Act was 
perhaps momentarily successful because no duel was recorded in South Carolina until 
1815, when two occurred. After 1815, no recorded duel took place in the state until 
1822. If the two duels in 1815 are discarded as exceptional – one involved two members 
of the Army stationed in South Carolina and the other involved two men from North 
Carolina – then Moser’s Act maybe had more of an impact than previously thought.30 
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Yet such success, if any, was short-lived. Beginning in 1822, South Carolina averaged 
one duel per year for the next forty-four years.31 This is considerable when compared 
to the previous half-century. What is more striking, however, is that exactly one quarter 
of the duels between 1822 and 1866 were fought by non-South Carolinians. Thus, 
the Palmetto State not only hosted its own sons fighting duels, but also duelists from 
Georgia (six duels), North Carolina (two duels), and Alabama (two duels).32 From 
1822 to 1838 a total of twenty-one duels occurred in the state.33 The large number of 
duels in the period just noted perhaps even prompted the composition of an instruc-
tion manual on how to conduct a duel properly. 
John Lyde Wilson’s 1838 book – The Code of Honor, or Rules for the Govern-
ment of Principals and Seconds in Duelling – doubtlessly facilitated the acceptability of 
dueling in South Carolina.34 A duelist himself and governor of South Carolina from 
1822 to 1824, Wilson provided a comprehensive guide book on how to conduct duels 
appropriately. The Code of Honor detailed what constituted an insult, what steps the 
aggrieved person could take to achieve satisfaction, and the roles each participant in 
the duel played. The publication of The Code of Honor essentially glorified dueling and 
arguably made it more popular than ever across the country.35
From 1838 (the year The Code of Honor was published) to 1849, five duels were 
recorded in South Carolina, all involving state residents. In the volatile decade from 
1850 to 1860, the state witnessed eleven duels and one instance whereby two South 
Carolinians ventured into North Carolina to settle their affair.36 Another seven duels 
took place in the state during the 1860s, the time of a violent war and its often violent 
aftermath. The next decade, however, only recorded one duel in 1879.37  
On 5 July 1880, the most infamous duel in South Carolina history took place 
when Colonel E. B. C. Cash killed Colonel William Shannon at Dubosse’s Bridge near 
Bishopville.38 The Cash-Shannon duel stirred up animosity towards a practice that had, 
over the past decade, been rather dormant. Joining a larger national movement to crack-
down on dueling, South Carolina authorities arrested Cash soon after the duel. He 
appeared before a Camden County judge and was bound over. Upon learning of Cash’s 
peace bond, the Decatur (IL) Daily Republican noted, “When a full-blooded South 
Carolinian, of royal aristocratic blood, has to be habeas corpused out of jail, simply 
for killing another man in a duel, we begin to see that the world moves.”39 It certainly 
was news to the country that South Carolina might be enforcing its dueling law. Yet, 
it was only a fleeting moment. In his instructions to the jury at the end of Cash’s trial 
for murder, the judge perhaps reflected local sentiment when he remarked, “[I]t was 
alleged that this duel was fair.”40 It was clear to the jury what the judge meant. Within 
a very short period of time, the jurors returned and acquitted Cash of murder.
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In the time between this duel and the jury’s acquittal, South Carolina legislators 
nevertheless revised the dueling code for the first time since 1812. The proposed new 
law garnered considerable attention throughout the country. The Decatur (IL) Daily 
Republican reported that
A STRINGENT anti-dueling bill has been introduced in the South 
Carolina Legislature. By its provisions a person killing another in 
a duel, or so wounding him that he dies within six months, is to 
suffer death, and a person carrying a challenge or being present at 
a duel is to be imprisoned in the penitentiary and fined.41
This bill became law in December 1880. Its threatened sanctions and a new determina-
tion to enforce such signaled a change in the attitude of South Carolinians. The aftermath 
of the Cash-Shannon duel proved that it was no longer acceptable to duel. Following 
that 1880 event, no further duels are recorded to have occurred in the state.42
Much more research needs to be done on dueling in South Carolina. This study 
has made a start by enumerating the incidence and frequency of duels in the state 
since colonial times, by identifying legal consequences when known, by investigating 
nineteenth-century state legislation against dueling, and by noting briefly some cultural 
aspects regarding dueling as acceptable or unacceptable behavior. 
The history of dueling is, of course, part of a larger inquiry into the role of 
violence in seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century America.43 Dueling 
itself has been the focus of extensive historical research, both general44 and southern 
regional.45 Only two studies hitherto have specifically addressed anti-dueling laws.46 
This writer’s recent review47 has argued in general that a combination of several fac-
tors led to the end of ritualized dueling in late nineteenth century America. First, the 
large amount of death and destruction caused by the American Civil War convinced 
Americans, especially southerners, that the needless loss of life through dueling was no 
longer to be tolerated. Secondly, a new generation of Americans came to prominence 
in the post-Civil War era that had little connection to or respect for the violent tradi-
tions of its ancestors in matters of honor. Finally, the crack-down on dueling by state 
authorities made it more dangerous for men to conduct properly ritualized duels, for 
too much evidence became now available for local courts to prosecute duelists. Instead, 
would-be duelists turned to “street duels” or “street fights,” whereby they abandoned 
the customs of issuing a challenge and arranging a meeting place, and chose instead 
to approach and shoot their opponent in the street. 
The three general conclusions made in the preceding paragraph now need to be 
tested for the Palmetto State in particular. We are still far from determining why duels 
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were important in nineteenth-century South Carolina, or why family and personal 
honor were deemed more important than obedience to the law.
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An Lucht Siuill Palmetto
Christopher Crowley
When my life is ending
I’ll say with my last breath
for loving and serving you my God
I have no regrets.
Jim Carroll, Traveller Poet1
Men should be free to act upon their opinions – to carry these out in their lives 
without hindrance, either physical or moral, from their fellow men… 
John Stuart Mill2
 
The disturbing security camera video recording of Madelyne Toogood thrashing her child in a Wal-Mart parking lot in Mishawaka, Indiana, on Friday, 13 Sep-
tember 2002, is etched forever in the memory of cyberspace. This video is available 
for viewing on countless news websites and on YouTube. When the authorities ran a 
check on the vehicle registration while investigating the case, they quickly discovered 
that the address on the registration was the address of record for literally dozens of 
vehicles. They were all owned by others. Slowly, it became evident to authorities that 
she was an Irish Traveller. Once the investigators had progressed in their examination 
of the case, they discovered that the Toogood car was not just one of dozens, but of 
hundreds registered to the same address. As they looked still further, the names on the 
other registrations, like Burk, Carroll, and Daley, began to resonate. They realized that 
they were all Irish Travellers.3 The Toogood case inadvertently focused an unwelcome, 
national spotlight on and raised many unwanted questions about this obscure and 
secretive ethnic group. Who are Travellers? Where did they come from and where do 
they live? Why have so few people ever heard of them before?
The secretive nature and the dread of media attention of Irish Travellers are re-
sponses to hard lessons learned through their shared history and common experiences. 
They have been burned, in their view, many times in the past by the media and by the 
“country people,” one of the many terms they use to refer to outsiders. The exact causes 
of their cultural isolation are complex, and their origins cannot be attributed to one 
particular event. Although the cultural isolation can be blamed on their clannish nature, 
it can also be tied to their lifestyle choices, responses to discrimination, and occupations. 
This isolation is also, in part, caused by the response of society to the unusual character 
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of the Traveller community. The dynamic that exists between the Traveller community 
and the general population is largely based on erroneous assumptions and disapproving 
opinions that each has formed of the other over time. Even though all prejudices have 
at their root some small basis in fact, the rest is born of ignorance, intolerance, and a 
lack of empathy. While the cultural seclusion of Travellers originated in Ireland because 
of their itinerant lifestyle, this insularity has evolved over the generations to become 
a choice that the Traveller community makes for itself. It would be relatively painless 
for a member of the Traveller community to assimilate into the general population 
simply because he or she is white, English-speaking, and ethnically similar to a large 
portion of the mainstream population. Remaining apart is a conscious decision that 
has become a central element of their culture. The choice is a preference which can 
be interpreted as collective, ethnic, and cultural self-protection. 
Little has been written about the history of Irish Travellers prior to the twentieth 
century, and much of their history relies on oral tradition. “As in primitive cultures, it 
has been passed on by word of mouth from generation to generation, and there are many 
inconsistencies in the version that has survived,” explained Jon Nordheimer of the New 
York Times.4 There are some assertions that Irish Travellers are the descendents of landed 
gentry removed from their land during the reign of Oliver Cromwell, thus beginning 
their itinerant lifestyle. This is a fable that highlights the problems linked to oral histories 
and also speaks to their veracity. More plausible is that the itinerant lifestyle of the vast 
majority of early Travellers can be traced to famine and the grinding poverty of ordinary 
Irish peasants. “While some Tinker families likely date to this period,  . . . the Cromwellian 
Act of Settlement confined most of its attention on the removal of Catholic landlords and 
wealthier tenants, leaving the bulk of the population – craftsmen, small farmers and laborers 
– relatively undisturbed,” according to anthropologists Sharon and George Gmelch.5
 Dr. Michael Hayes makes clear why the confusion about Traveller history is 
understandable:
Irish Travellers have themselves no standard theory as to their origins. 
. . . Theories regarding these origins can be divided-roughly-into three 
schools of thought: Peasants driven from land by changing economic 
conditions,  . . . Peasants who were forced onto the road . . . by social 
disgrace, . . . [and] native chiefs dispossessed by English colonial 
policies during colonization (e.g. Cromwell’s clearance policies).” 
All of the histories concur, however, that the Traveller lifestyle can 
trace its origin to need and to poverty. 6 
This Irish-American ethnic group is linked, like their other Irish-American counterparts, 
to the periods of severe economic distress and famine that happened frequently in Irish 
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history, particularly in the nineteenth century, during which at least seven famines 
struck the country, including the Great Famine of 1845–48.7
The first Traveller thought to have immigrated to the United States was Joseph Carroll. 
He passed through immigration in Ellis Island, New York, sometime around 1840. After he 
cleared immigration, Carroll migrated north to Massachusetts and began trading in mules 
and horses. The mule and horse trade was a common Traveller occupation in Ireland, and 
as a result, Carroll possibly turned to what he knew. He seemingly enjoyed some success, 
and, because of it, he persuaded other Travellers to follow him to the New World.8 Many of 
his relatives and other Traveller families followed. Traveller numbers increased significantly 
in the United States by 1860, enough so that they divided into several groups.
The livestock trade required its purveyors to travel the countryside to service 
their markets. 
It is generally agreed that the descendents of the original Irish [Trav-
eller] immigrants broke up into several clans after the Civil War and 
spread throughout the South . . . [They] traveled with livestock, 
driving the mules and horses through the countryside, trading with 
farmers as they went. . . . Whole families traveled together in covered 
wagons and the families were always on the move.9 
The Travellers who migrated to the southeastern states became known as the “Georgia 
boys.10 
 Traveller wagons, drawn by draft horses, were distinctive but practical for their 
itinerant lifestyle. They were originally adopted in Ireland and later in the United 
States from wagons used by English Travellers. English and Scottish Travellers share 
the same itinerant lifestyle as their Irish Traveller counterparts. These wagons, adopted 
from the English group by both the Irish and Scottish Traveller communities, were 
commonly known as “barrel top wagons” because of their distinctive shape.11 “At first 
only wealthier travelers, generally horse dealers, could afford them. But gradually 
wagons became widespread.”12 These wagons served as transportation, home, and 
hearth for the Travellers in the U.K., Ireland, and the United States until well into 
the early twentieth century.
Adaptability has been a hallmark of the Traveller community and a product of 
its history. The twentieth century would see the end of the livestock trade and the end 
of the horse-drawn era. Horse and mule trading gave way to paint contracting, home 
repairs, and tool and equipment sales. The Traveller wagon was replaced by automobiles, 
tents, and camping trailers. Today, they stay in hotels when they are on the road. As 
roads became more common during the latter part of twentieth century, Travellers 
also began to be involved in the asphalt paving and asphalt seal coating businesses, 
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according to SLED senior agent Joe Livingston.13 Agent Livingston has been assigned 
by SLED to tracking the activities of the Traveller community for twenty-eight years 
and is considered one of the most knowledgeable experts in the nation on the Traveller 
community and lifestyle.
As groups of Irish Travellers migrated throughout the South, they established 
small communities in Texas, Tennessee, and South Carolina. The largest of the Trav-
eller settlements in the United States in 2012 is Murphy Village, South Carolina, 
which is located near the border between South Carolina and Georgia northwest of 
Augusta, in Edgefield County. Established in 1967 by the Travellers at the urging of 
the Catholic diocese of Charleston, it was named in honor of Father Joseph Murphy, 
a priest much beloved by the Traveller community. Father Peter Clark, pastor of St. 
Edward Catholic Church from 1988 to 2002, explained, “In the winter time from 
November to May, they [the Irish Travellers] used to camp in tents near the intersec-
tion of what is now Interstate 20 and US Highway 25. I-20 was, at the time, a two 
lane road, and US 25 was unpaved.”14 Suzanne Sims Derek, of The Edgefield Citizen, 
recalled that they camped in “a huge grove on the left [as you traveled south on US 
25].”15 “Father Murphy went down there to convince them to move up to the small 
church and buy land,” Father Clark said. He also said, “when they first arrived in 
Murphy Village they lived in tents.”16 
At the time, Father Joseph Murphy was pastor of Our Lady of Peace Catholic 
Church in Aiken. A native South Carolinian, Murphy was from a prominent Irish Catho-
lic family in Charleston. “His interest in the Irish Travellers, I think, came from his Irish 
heritage,” Father Clark said.17 He was the product of a very devout Irish Catholic family; 
in fact, his sister also chose a life of religious service. She became a nun in the order of 
Sisters of Charity, and she ultimately became the chief of the Mercy Order’s St. Francis 
Hospital in Charleston. Father Clark explained, “After his service in Aiken and Murphy 
village, Father Murphy became the pastor of St. Mary’s in Charleston; before retiring to 
Mount Pleasant, [South Carolina].”18 Father Murphy died on 11 August 1998.19
In the 1960s the Sand Hill region near the Georgia border with South Carolina 
was very sparsely populated, as it is today. The remote site and the moderate winter 
weather are likely what initially attracted the Traveller community to locate their 
campsite there. In present day Edgefield County, the population is only slightly more 
than twenty-nine thousand people.20 The isolation and the relatively warm winter, 
however, were not the only motivations for the Travellers to establish a camp in South 
Carolina. They also saw the need to provide their children with a fundamental educa-
tion. Father Peter Clark explained, “Initially they were here because they wanted their 
children to go to school. In the beginning they left their children at a Catholic school 
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in Sharon, Georgia, [about twenty miles away]. The school was run by an Irish order of 
nuns known as the Catholic Presentation Sisters. They would leave their children there 
while they were away. Many of the children were practically raised by the nuns.”21 This 
may seem ironic when considering the lack of focus on education within the Traveller 
culture, but the need for basic literacy skills was likely obvious to them by then.
As the community became more settled and prosperous, living conditions began 
to improve in Murphy Village. “At first, they bought [single wide] trailers. Sometimes 
they put three trailers on a lot. As they prospered single wide trailers gave way to double 
wides. In about 1980 they began building houses. . . . Later these became big houses,” 
explained Father Clark. The architecture is unlike anything in South Carolina. Large 
and extremely ornate houses built of pink and white brick are common. Tara Kaprowry 
of the London, Kentucky Sentinel-Echo described it when she wrote
[Father Murphy] encouraged the community to buy land and plant 
permanent roots . . . [Today,] they are [a community of ] about 
3000 people . . . [that] live in everything from double wide trailers 
to McMansions boasting stunning architectural detail. Regardless 
of the financial status of the owner nearly every yard has a statue 
of the Virgin Mary or baby Jesus and it.22
As Time magazine describes it, “the Traveller life [and architecture are ] a com-
posite of old world and McWorld.”23 
US Highway 25 in Edgefield County, South Carolina, passes through rolling, 
scenic, if unremarkable, countryside of the Sand Hill region of central South Carolina. 
Murphy Village, with its large pink and white brick houses are a shock to the senses 
of the first time visitor. Every yard has a religious shrine. There are statues of Jesus, 
the Virgin Mary, and the Little Infant of Prague, among the proliferation of religious 
iconography there. There is also an abundance of expensive automobiles – Mercedes, 
BMWs, and Cadillacs.
When a visitor arrives at Murphy village it becomes obvious that St. Edward 
Catholic Church is the focal point of the entire community. Visitors will usually find 
Father Cherian Thalakulam, a native of India and a Carmelite priest who serves as pas-
tor there, either in the parish office or saying mass across the street. As a visitor walks 
into the narthex of St. Edward’s, it is as though he or she is walking into a different 
world. There are no Traveller men there. All the women, including teenage girls, have 
elaborate hairstyles reminiscent of the 1960s. The visitor may notice a few harmless 
surreptitious or suspicious glances in their direction, which will seem to ask, “who are 
you?” and “why are you here?” If the visitor happens to be male, he will likely be the 
only man in the building with the exception of Father Cherian. 
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Simply by looking through photographs of the people of Murphy Village, it 
becomes evident that there are close familial ties among the people. The remarkable 
similarity of their features heralds how closely they are related. According to Joe Liv-
ingston, there are slightly more than 300 families (the Catholic Diocese of Charleston 
reported 597 families) in Murphy Village, yet there are only nine surnames: Sherlock, 
Riley, Carroll, Costello, McNally, Mulholland, O’Hara, Ryan, and Gorman. “The three 
larger groups are Sherlock, Riley, and Carroll. . . . What happened was back in the 
1960s, when father Murphy wanted to come in and start the village, the diocese was 
having issues with close relatives marrying. The diocese brought in new families: the 
McNally’s, O’Hara’s, Mulholland’s and the Gorman’s.”24 When the Catholic Church 
expressed displeasure at the close relations, it is Livingston’s understanding that the 
Travellers appealed to other Traveller communities in the United States to entice them 
to move to Murphy Village. The Toogood case sheds light on this effort. [Although she 
lived with the Travellers in Texas after marrying,] “Madelyne Gorman Toogood is a 
member of the Gorman family. She is a Gorman. The Gorman’s were from [a Traveller 
community in] Maryland, [and later South Carolina],” Livingston said.25 
Considering the limited number of surnames, it is not surprising that many of 
the residents of Murphy Village share the same full name. This is extremely confusing 
for outsiders and makes finding an individual complicated. Lee Thompson of Dateline 
NBC said, “finding someone was next to impossible. There are few house numbers 
here and many cars carried no license plates. Almost everybody has similar names. We 
counted 24 Tommy Carroll’s, 15 Pat Riley’s, and 36 John Sherlock’s.”26 There are likely 
hundreds more of each. The difficulty and confusion of finding an individual protects 
the Travellers from law enforcement, the IRS, the media, or any outsider for that mat-
ter. It is one brick in the wall of insularity surrounding and protecting the world of the 
Irish Traveller. Agent Livingston, with a sparkle in his eye and a wry smile, referred to it 
as “illusion and confusion.”27 Travellers are undoubtedly aware of this, and their use of 
it is not surprising. It is further evidence of their conscious attempts to maintain their 
separateness and protect their community from the outside world.
Among the Travellers, each Tommy Carroll, Pat Riley, or John Sherlock is given a 
unique name by which he will be known within the group throughout his life. Although 
this may avoid confusion among their group, it fosters it for outsiders. One Tommy Car-
roll may be linked to his mother and become “Kathleen’s Tommy.” Another may be given 
a unique nickname like “Tommy boy” or perhaps “Tommy hammer.” New York Times 
reporter Jon Nordheimer describes it in this way: “To avoid confusion, a child’s legal name 
is used only four times during his life-on certificates of birth, confirmation, wedding, and 
death. The child is given a nickname early in life and it becomes his de facto name. Hence 
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the village abounds with names like Popeye, Jabbers, and High Pockets.”28 Nordheimer 
goes on to describe how the nickname is passed down to the recipient’s family: “One 19-
year-old has been called Double O for the last six years, a result of the popularity of James 
Bond films. When he is married, his wife will be called Mrs. Double O and their children 
would be referred to Tom Double O and Mary Double O.”29 Livingston also commented 
on the fact that this name has evolved to “Naught-Naught” and that other nicknames have 
appeared. Will Carroll became Will Snap and his grandson today is Johnny Snap, even 
though, legally, they are both Carroll’s. The name “Toogood” is a similar moniker.
Marriages within the Traveller community are arranged, and the courtship ritu-
als begin as early as the age of five or six. During “First Weekend,” a Traveller holiday 
weekend that celebrates the return of the men to the village in the fall, elaborate gifts 
are exchanged between these children as a forerunner to possible betrothals. During 
the celebrations, very young girls dress elaborately and participate in very explicit and 
sexually suggestive dances that are well beyond their physical maturity and cognitive 
ability. It is the beginning of the courtship process. 
Actual betrothals occur later, at age eleven or twelve, and are made official during 
the Valentine’s Day “auctions.” The future grooms are auctioned to the families of brides 
as a form of dowry, and the brides are usually close relatives. “The marriages are arranged 
and the grooms are essentially auctioned and join the wife’s family. He becomes, more 
or less, an indentured servant until the debt [or the dowry] is paid or the father-in-law 
dies,” explained Livingston. “Last year, one groom sold for $1 million!”30
While the marriage process of Travellers may seem strange to outsiders, it is 
another important element in the cloak of security that insulates them from the 
outside world. In their view, the Traveller marriage traditions leave little to chance. 
Their logic is that the favorable attributes of an earlier generation will be visited upon 
the young. If he or she comes from “a good family” then he or she will likely become 
a “good “member of their family, and so on. Also, as a matter of course and in the 
eye of the Traveller, the “best” families are often closely related. Arranged marriages 
are about money and wealth. Descent is matriarchal. Outcomes of the “auctions” are 
largely predetermined, and a large dowry is a good indication of the closeness of their 
blood relationship. “They like to keep the money close,” explained Agent Livingston. 
“Part of the objective of arranged marriages is to keep the money close to family and 
the marriages are arranged even before the bidding begins.”31
The church frowns on the practice of close marriages, but it has a difficult task 
controlling it. 
Marrying close relatives, first or second cousins, is discouraged by 
the church, however the travel[l]ers do it anyway. Intermarriage is a 
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product of their social insecurity. They’re concerned about marrying 
outside of the group because of a self-defense mindset. They know 
what they’re getting by marrying within the group, 
explained Father Cherian, the pastor of St. Edward’s. Anthropologist Jane Helleiner 
clarifies: 
The most common reason offered by Travellers for arranged marriages 
was the avoidance of marriages with non-Travellers. Such marriages, 
I was told were extremely risky because there was no way of knowing 
whether your partner would be suitable until it’s too late. 
She also explains: 
Travellers were themselves active in discouraging such [outsider] 
relationships. The parents and the sibling of one young traveler man 
responded to the discovery that he had a non-Traveller girlfriend 
by trying to break up the relationship by repeatedly threatening the 
young woman with violence and by telling her (incorrectly) that her 
boyfriend was already married and had a child. . . . The actions of 
the boy’s family were motivated by the fear that if they got married 
the settled woman would eventually leave him.32
The marriage customs and the clannish nature of the Travellers directly impact 
the choices that are made for the education of the young. While the Travellers recognize 
their need for basic eduction, Traveller children do not usually participate in formal 
education beyond the eighth grade. Like the Amish, the Traveller community disdains the 
value of continuing education even in twenty-first century America. Again, this choice 
is driven by the desire to protect the individual and the group from the outside world. 
Young boys and girls are removed from the public school system to prevent romantic 
attachments with outsiders from developing. 
The age at which the children are withdrawn from school is concurrent with the 
mental and physical maturation of the typical child. Prepubescent children remain in 
school, but older children do not. Young boys begin their life on the road with their 
fathers, and the girls go home to work with their mothers. “Most Irish Travellers have 
no more than an eighth grade education. Some of them have worked successfully to pass 
the test for GED’s.”33 Father Cherian also described his difficulty in convincing young 
boys and girls to pursue further education. “The boys are lured away from school by 
the money and the fancy automobiles. They have a lot more cash and material things 
than other [outsider] boys of the same age,” Father Cherian said.34 Parental support 
for more education simply does not exist in their culture. Very rarely an individual 
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will leave the community behind to pursue an education. “There was one [Traveller] 
who became a doctor graduated from Emory University medical school, but that is 
very rare,” according to Livingston.35
Periodicals, newspapers, books, and movies have focused much of their atten-
tion on the economic lives and criminal activity of the Traveller culture. While full 
time scam artists and criminals do exist in their community, they represent only a 10 
to 15 percent minority, according to both Livingston and Father Cherian. This crime 
rate is in line with crime statistics for the general population. The crime rate in the 
United States in 2011, according to the FBI, was 13.07 percent.36 “Illegal activity as a 
primary source of income is limited to only a few families, who are known collectively 
as ‘Yonks.’ They tend to be less economically successful than other Travellers.”37 
The long history of press coverage of the Irish Travellers has been consistently 
unflattering. Negative articles about Travellers appear in the New York Times as early 
as 21 December 1881. The headlines read, “Two Swindlers Sentenced: the Men Who 
Fleeced John Henry Lambkin Sent to Prison.” Readers learn that “Traveller detectives 
Reilly and O’Neill arrested Varnens and Mason, who were identified.”38 This article 
brings up an important question: does the existence of the special segment of the po-
lice force assigned to a particular race or ethnic group, such as “Traveller detectives,” 
constitute discrimination against the ethnic group in question? It would follow that 
another question could also be asked as well: were other segments of the police depart-
ment assigned to monitor another particular race or ethnic group? 
The titles of other, more recent, articles bear witness to the exceptionally nega-
tive history that exists between the Irish Travellers and the media. For example, a few 
headlines read: “Inside the World of Irish Travellers: Mother Caught Beating Child on 
the Parking Lot Surveillance Camera is Member of Mysterious Group” (NBC Dateline, 
Lee Thompson, 2002), “Colony of Nomadic Irish Catholics Clings to a Strange Life in 
the South” (New York Times, Jon Nordheimer, 1970), and “Nomadic, Gaelic, and Now 
Ready for a Fight” (New York Times, James F Clarity, 1994). Finding an article or exposé 
on any positive aspect of the Traveller community and culture is virtually impossible.
Most members of the Traveller community live out their economic lives on 
the boundary between the lawful and the illegal.39 Although they may not be directly 
involved in cons or scams, they pay few taxes, licenses, or fees. While the largest oc-
cupations are independent paint contracting, asphalt paving, and seal coating, the 
expected profitability in these careers would seem to contrast starkly with their opulent 
lifestyles. They specialize in providing lower quality, lower priced services, which are 
significantly less expensive than those of their non-Traveller competitors. Most of the 
transactions are done within the law. Agent Livingston made the point, however, that 
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many will occasionally take advantage of a vulnerable customer. “They will all cross 
the line when the opportunity expresses itself; taking advantage of dementia, gullibility 
of the victim,” according to Livingston.
There is a consistent and demonstrated demand for the inexpensive, lower quality 
services that the Travellers provide, and they have many repeat customers. Agent Livingston 
explained that he spoke to a farmer in the Midwest and asked him why he was a repeat 
customer. The farmer explained that he would rather pay the Travellers to paint high 
structures such as grain silos and the like. The farmer also said that even though he knew 
that the quality of the paint job was lower, he would prefer them to do it rather than risk 
injury to himself or his employees. “They often have repeat customers and this creates 
a route or cycle for the year. The farmers realize that the paint job is only going to last a 
couple of years but it’s okay with them.”40 The Traveller contractors, however, do not put 
themselves or their relatives at risk on the more dangerous parts of these jobs. They instead 
hire African-American laborers to travel with them on their circuits to do the dangerous 
work. According to agent Livingston, Travellers call them “guthies” and they are usually 
African-Americans from Edgefield, Aiken, North Augusta, or the surrounding area.
Life insurance policies are another important source of income for the Travel-
ler community, and their purchase provides a good example of how the community 
lives in the border region between legality and crime. When it becomes known that a 
relative has become seriously ill and that death may be imminent, they will purchase 
multiple life insurance policies on that relative. They buy many small policies that do 
not require a physical for approval. Usually the death benefit is less than fifty thousand 
dollars. “When one of them dies they might get 40, 50 or even 100 death certificates,” 
said agent Livingston. These policies usually require the disclosure of pre-existing 
conditions of the insured, but it is difficult to prove what the policy owner knew and 
when they knew it. “All they need are vulnerable insurance agents.”41
The general economic activity of the Travellers reinforces their social isolation. 
This is despite the fact their business activity creates their greatest contact with outsiders 
–  or “buffers” – and their African-American employees –  or “guthies.” Few Travellers, 
if any, have ordinary jobs or work outside the Traveller community. They either work 
independently or are employed by other Traveller families or relatives. The nature of 
business relationships, whether or not they exist within the world of the Traveller,” 
are always in a sense somewhat adversarial. In the Traveller community, the outside 
world is always on the other side of all business equations, whether they involve selling 
to or buying from others. 
Another important brick in the wall of cultural isolation that surrounds the Irish 
Traveller community is that they do not participate in any outside political activity. 
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“They have enough votes within the village to elect the County Councilman from 
their district, presumably one of their own, but they do not,” explains Father Cherian. 
42 The population of Edgefield County is 29,985, and the percentage of people who 
are white is 58.6 percent.43 Consequently the population of Murphy Village, which 
is about 3000, is statistically significant in such a rural county.44 This political apathy 
seems to run both ways. Reading the Edgefield County Chamber of Commerce website 
confirms this with its description of the county. It states: “Edgefield County consists 
of three small towns Edgefield, Johnston, and Trenton.”45 There is no mention of 
Murphy Village, which admittedly is unincorporated, anywhere in the article. This is 
surprising, particularly when the populations of Edgefield Johnston and Trenton are 
4360, 2337, and 291 respectively.46 Despite having no political voice, the Traveller 
community represents more than 10 percent of the population of Edgefield County 
and 20 percent of the whites, which, by any reasonable measure, is significant.
Political participation by the males in the Traveller community is also made 
much more difficult by their extended absences during large parts of year. As a result 
of these absences, they participate in internal Traveller politics only intermittently. In 
any case, the Travellers exert very little political influence beyond their community. 
According to historian Michael Hayes,
related to the belief that travelers were an aloof and exclusive group, 
was the notion that they have their own political structure that 
operated externally to the politics of the host society. Travelers . . . 
were considered to be similarly “apolitical” regarding developments 
in settled society.47
The Traveller community’s insularity is supported as well by its use of language. 
“Shelta” or “Cant” is a curious blend of slang and Gaelic and is often used with the intent 
of being only understood by members of the community. One expression is “Shay Joe,” 
which is the term they use for police officers. The Cant root for Shay is “Shean,” which 
means “dirty or country.”48 Therefore the literal translation of Shay Joe is “country” (or 
outsider) Joe. Use of Cant is another tool the Traveller community uses to separate itself 
from the mainstream. Often, the intent of Cant is to disguise the meaning of what is 
being said from outsiders. Alick Wilson of the American folklore Society explained that 
“Cant” is not really Gaelic. He said that “[we] went over the words, trying to find some 
connection between the two languages. ‘Shelta,’ [or ‘Cant’], has, however, Gaelic and 
[English] slang words mixed up with it:” The Traveller language is actively used today 
by all Traveller communities, and its use serves as further evidence that the community 
sees itself as separate from the mainstream and that it chooses to remain that way.49
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While many aspects of the divide between the Traveller community and the main 
stream are caused by the choices its members make for themselves, some are not. The 
people of Murphy Village, particularly the women, are extraordinarily devout Catholics. 
Although Catholicism itself would not isolate an individual or group in the United States, 
the same cannot be said of South Carolina, particularly in Edgefield County. The statewide 
Catholic population is approximately three to five percent. However, in a rural county 
like Edgefield, within the voting public, which does not include Travellers, the numbers 
of Catholics are dramatically lower. According to the Office of Research and Planning of 
the Catholic Diocese of Charleston, there are two Catholic parishes in Edgefield County. 
The parish of St. Mary of the Immaculate Conception in Edgefield reported a population 
of 70 parishioners. St. Edward’s in Murphy Village, however, has 597 households and a 
population of 1716 parishioners. 50 The contrast of culture, religion, and customs between 
Travellers and other South Carolinians living nearby naturally contributes considerably 
to their separate identity and the insularity of their community. 
Although the division of the Traveller community from the settled Irish began 
because of abject poverty and need during 1800s, it is an ethnic group that has grown 
to embrace its unique culture, and it continues to do so today. The Traveller community 
does so on its own terms. During the early history of this ethnic group, its cultural 
and economic isolation were responses to discrimination and a lack of opportunity. 
In fact, these were logical choices given the poverty that its members sought to escape. 
They became unattached, unknown people traveling to rural towns, and they were 
virtual foreigners in their own land. These differences in circumstance and the fact that 
they were strangers naturally spawned suspicion from the settled population. Over 
time, and as their community lived in relative isolation from the Irish mainstream, 
they developed their own customs, traditions, and language. They were, and remain, 
like their settled Irish counterparts, a clannish people. An argument can be made that 
the natural communal nature of human beings is an instinct created by evolution to 
improve the ability to survive. In this way the Traveller community is, in some ways, 
no different from any other. Its members choose to remain a part of their community 
just as many settled peoples choose to remain part of theirs. Despite being a smaller, 
isolated community, its culture appears to be stable and successful. Apart from adjust-
ing to modern technologies, it has changed little since its origins, and the community 
will likely continue to remain ethnically secluded from mainstream society.
Many of the important aspects of the Traveller community and culture embrace 
and maintain the members’ insularity as an ethnic group. The choices that the Travellers 
make for their community are made because they have been proven successful over their 
three-hundred-year history. They choose every aspect of their lifestyle. They voluntarily 
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choose to limit the formal education of the young. They choose to remain itinerant. 
They choose to continue to arrange marriages of their children to close relatives even 
against the wishes of the Catholic Church. In the United States, they are afforded 
both the freedom to assimilate into the mainstream and the right of free association; 
they choose, however, to remain a small, close-knit, and insular community. This is 
not forced upon them, but it is a decision that they make in a life that they pursue 
on their own terms. They do so because it is part of their identity as a people. Father 
Peter Clark is perhaps the most enlightened observer when he says, “It is a mistake to 
assume that the way I was brought up was better. It is important to recognize that the 
values of cultures that seem simpler than ours are not necessarily inferior.”51
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“A fertile brain at schemeing”: Eliza Lucas Pinckney and her  
Early Agricultural Experiments
Megan Hatfield
Eliza Lucas Pinckney is arguably the most well-known South Carolinian woman of the colonial era. Thanks to the survival of numerous written sources by and about 
Pinckney, historians have been able to learn a great deal about her. She is best known 
today as the mother of two of the nation’s “founding fathers” and for her famous indigo 
experiments, which have been credited with making indigo an important cash crop 
in colonial South Carolina. These accomplishments have earned Pinckney high praise 
by historians as a “founding mother” and an “ingenious agriculturalist.”1 However, 
these representations also often have led historians to view her as exceptional, thereby 
obscuring the ways in which she was in some respects a typical figure of her times.2 
This paper challenges this perception of Pinckney as exceptional by re-examining 
a key facet of her life that led to this portrayal, namely, her agricultural experiments. 
Because of the notoriety that her indigo experiments acquired over time, most of the 
scholarship regarding Pinckney as an agriculturalist has looked primarily at her role 
in the production of indigo and her reasons for undertaking that project.3 On the 
one hand, some historians have argued that Pinckney desired to contribute to the 
economic well-being of South Carolina and persevered in her experiments against the 
social and gender conventions of her day.4 Others have argued that her experiments 
were motivated by family duty and a desire to demonstrate her gentility.5 While this 
study explores Pinckney’s motives, unlike most of the scholarship on this subject it will 
also examine a variety of her agricultural experiments, not just those involving indigo. 
Though Pinckney spent most of her life engaged in this work, this inquiry focuses 
only on her early adult life and the experiments she conducted while managing her 
father’s plantations in South Carolina between 1739 and 1744.6 Like Pinckney and 
her contemporaries, this study will consider agricultural experiments in broad terms 
and thus will address her experiments with plantation crops as well as her attempts 
to create a beautiful garden.7 Pinckney had a range of interrelated motivations for 
undertaking her various projects, including familial, business, and public concerns as 
well as a desire to demonstrate her gentility. This broader perspective not only helps 
to contextualize Pinckney’s indigo experiments, but also deepens our understanding 
of Pinckney and the world in which she lived.
In order to understand her agricultural experiments, they must first be situated 
within their broader cultural and transatlantic context and within the context of her 
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personal life. Because Pinckney raised two “founding fathers,” she is often understood 
as an American patriot and a revolutionary figure.8 Yet as recent works have pointed 
out, she spent the majority of her life inhabiting an Anglo-American imperial world and 
thinking of herself as an Englishwoman.9  Pinckney’s father, George Lucas, was a colonel 
in the British army who was stationed in Antigua. She was raised there until he sent her 
to England in the early 1730s to obtain an education suitable for an elite woman. Hence, 
when she arrived in South Carolina in 1738, she thought of herself not as an American, 
nor even as a South Carolinian, but rather as an Englishwoman away from but still very 
much connected to her mother country through the ties of empire.10    
During Pinckney’s time in England, she would have been privy to the latest cur-
rents and fashions shaping the Anglo-Atlantic world. One of the most notable trends 
developing at this time was a deep fascination with the natural world and botany. The 
Enlightenment’s emphasis on man’s ability to reason in conjunction with the belief 
that the world operated according to natural laws meant that one could now study and 
understand the world as never before. Those exposed to Enlightenment thought now 
believed that careful scientific procedures like collecting, observing, and experimenting 
with natural artifacts and phenomena would result in knowledge that could be used 
to improve society. People were especially keen to learn about the many curiosities of 
the New World. This interest facilitated the development of transatlantic networks by 
individuals who shared an interest in botany and nature. As plants, seeds, and knowledge 
crisscrossed the Atlantic, it became increasingly popular to tour and create gardens filled 
with and inspired by New World plants. Plant life throughout the English Atlantic was 
not only admired for its practical uses, but also for the amusement it provided. Garden-
ing, horticultural experimentation, and expressing an appreciation for nature all became 
genteel activities and markers of elite status. Botany was considered so important that it 
was even included in the education of elite boys and girls, making it a subject Pinckney 
would have learned in boarding school. Given this background, it is of little wonder that 
Pinckney recalled later in life that she was “very early fond of the vegetable world.”11  
After Pinckney arrived with her family in South Carolina, she was left in a posi-
tion to put her education and fondness for nature to good use. Military duty called her 
father back to the Caribbean, and because Eliza’s mother was of a sickly disposition, 
he left sixteen-year-old Eliza in charge of his plantations and business interests in 
South Carolina. Although Pinckney may have been younger than other women with 
similar responsibilities, historians have shown that it was not unusual for women in 
British America to assume control temporarily over their family’s plantations, farms, 
and businesses in the absence of their male relatives.12 Both ordinary free women and 
elite women in the southern colonies frequently assumed this role due to high mortal-
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ity rates there and because many elite southern men were engaged in businesses and 
public offices which often required them to travel.13 The absence of Pinckney’s father 
essentially made her a planter, giving her the status, authority, and responsibilities 
that such an identity entailed. As a daughter and steward over her father’s properties 
in South Carolina, it was her duty both to be obedient and to make the plantations 
profitable. This gave Pinckney the opportunity to combine her personal interest in 
nature, gardening, and science with the larger business of plantation agriculture, al-
lowing her “amusements,” as she often called them, to acquire new significance as they 
became useful to her family and community. 
During her stewardship, Pinckney experimented with a number of crops, including 
indigo, cotton, lucern, and ginger. But her efforts did not end with plantation agriculture 
narrowly defined; she also experimented with food preservation techniques, planted trees 
and orchards, and attempted to create new garden spaces. Some of Pinckney’s projects 
were motivated in part by the practical need to learn the ways of her land and the South 
Carolina climate. Though historians once believed that southern planters presided over 
an antiquated and backward agricultural system that rejected the Enlightenment, mo-
dernity, and innovation, recent scholarship has demonstrated that this was not the case. 
Planters were active participants in the prevailing intellectual currents of their day; they 
experimented with new crops and methods on their plantations to increase efficiency, 
earn higher profits, and bolster their elite identity.14 In her first few years as plantation 
manager, Pinckney was clearly doing what other planters did – she tried to determine 
what to grow, when, and where. Indeed, her early letters to her father were filled with 
tales of crops spoiled by a frost or dwindling due to soil and growing conditions.15   
Pinckney’s efforts to learn how to be a successful planter simultaneously served 
the other goals driving her agricultural experiments, namely, the familial, business, 
and public concerns that figured largely in those latter projects. These three seemingly 
distinct motivations were often interconnected. Even though the Lucas properties in 
Antigua and South Carolina were separated by the Atlantic Ocean, they were intended 
to function as one plantation system. Pinckney played a critical role in integrating the 
Lucas plantations and her experiments with food preservation were directed to that 
end. Beyond helping to supply her father’s sugar plantations on Antigua with the food 
necessary for survival, Pinckney also sought to make all Lucas plantations function more 
efficiently.16 In 1743, Pinckney listed provisions that she sent to her father, noting that 
she sent a keg “of eggs by way of experiment put up in salt; in case they answere, my 
scheme is to supply my fathers refineing house in Antigua with Eggs from Carolina.”17 
Eggs were used in the process of refining sugar, so Pinckney seems to have understood 
that it would be advantageous for her father to use his own eggs rather than to buy 
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them from another source. Because plantation agriculture was the family business, her 
efforts to improve her father’s business also constituted a form of duty to her family. 
Historians have typically argued that Pinckney’s indigo experiments were moti-
vated either by a patriotic duty to help South Carolina’s economy or by a sense of duty 
to her family.18  But these were not necessarily mutually exclusive. Pinckney certainly saw 
her indigo experiments as potentially useful to her family, her community, and even to 
the British Empire. Later in her life, she recalled that her father encouraged her indigo 
experiments because he believed those efforts might be of “public utility.”19 Letters from 
the earlier period20 show that she also believed this to be the case. Though on the one 
hand her experiments with indigo were at the behest of her father and therefore under-
taken out of a sense of duty to him, she also was convinced that “indigo will prove a very 
valuable commodity in time” and urged her father to give her the supplies needed to 
make the crop successful.21 Even though she did not elaborate on how indigo might be 
“valuable,” the term implies at least a belief that it would be economically profitable. And 
there is no reason to suppose that she expected her family alone to profit from indigo. 
In fact, she seems to have thought that they could reap greater profits if growing indigo 
became a community-wide effort. To that end, her family shared the indigo seeds that 
Lucas acquired with some of their neighbors.22 Although it was fashionable for elites to 
share plants and seeds with each other, their intentions in sharing the indigo seeds seem 
to stretch beyond simply demonstrating their gentility. They needed other members 
of their community to participate with them in creating a new trade and market, and 
they did just that. By the time that she and her neighbor Andrew Deveaux successfully 
cultivated their first crop of indigo, Pinckney wrote that the South Carolina colonial 
assembly already had legislation in effect to give a bounty on it.23 Pinckney hoped that 
this would induce enough planters to take up indigo production so that they could 
collectively produce enough to “supply our Mother Country with a manufacture for 
which she has so great a demand, and which she is now supplyd with from the French 
Collonys.” Pinckney recognized that the British Empire was losing “many thousand 
pounds” to the French in acquiring indigo, and understood that promoting the indigo 
trade between England and her colonies would benefit both.24
Pinckney’s experiments with planting oak trees and a fig orchard further illustrate 
the intertwining of familial, business, and public concerns. She conceived of her oak 
plantation and fig orchard as business endeavors that would benefit her family and 
community. When Pinckney was in the midst of executing these projects, she noted 
to her close friend Mary Bartlett that she was “so busey in providing for posterity I 
hardly allow my self time to eat or sleep.”25 Pinckney intended her fig orchard and 
oak plantation to provide for posterity in more ways than one. While she expected to 
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increase the value of her family estate by drying and exporting the figs, her motives 
for undertaking her oak plantation were different.26 Pinckney informed Bartlett of the 
following plan for her “large” plantation of oak trees: “I design many years hence when 
oaks are more valueable than they are now – which you know they will be when we 
come to build fleets. I intend, I say 2 thirds of the produce of my oaks for a charity.”27 
She thus intended this business venture to help improve the lives of people in her 
community not only through her donation to a charity, but also by contributing to the 
political and military well-being of the colony. The public concerns that are evident 
in Pinckney’s experiments with the oak plantation and indigo show that she also used 
her experiments to demonstrate her gentility and claim her membership among the 
colonial elite. One of the key ways in which the South Carolina gentry claimed their 
position atop the social hierarchy was by devoting themselves to serving the public 
good, and Pinckney’s experiments clearly demonstrated that she adhered to this code 
of elite responsibilities and duties. 
But gentility involved demonstration and pleasure as well as responsibility, as 
Pinckney’s plans for her cedar grove indicate. In contrast to her other projects, Pinckney’s 
cedar grove was designed purely as space of pleasure. Like her contemporaries, Pinckney 
was influenced by new ideas about gardening, and she wanted to put them into practice. 
Writing to Mary Bartlett, she explained that the concept for her garden intermixed the 
“solemnity” of the cedar trees with the “cheerfulness and pleasures of spring, for it shall 
be filled with all kind of flowers, as well as wild garden flowers.”28 The fact that Pinck-
ney was interested in wild flowers shows that she was attuned to the latest fashions in 
gardening, as the English were only just beginning to move away from formal gardens 
to more “wild” designs that reflected an appreciation for a rugged nature.29  
In that same letter, Pinckney further identified herself with that transatlantic 
movement and elite society by expressing her opinion on the first book of Virgil’s 
Georgics.30 Education in the classics was an indicator of elite status, so simply reading 
and commenting on this text would have been a performance of gentility for her. But 
reading the Georgics, a didactic poem on agriculture steeped in pastoral imagery, also 
allowed her to express an appreciation for nature similar to Virgil’s. She even attempted 
to emulate the “fine soft language” of Virgil in hope that it would convince Bartlett to 
visit her in the country. She described for Bartlett the “beauties of pure nature unas-
sisted by art,” writing phrases such as “the young mirtle joyning its fragrance to that of 
the golden jesamin hue perfumes all the woods.”31 That Pinckney chose to articulate 
her gentility in this way is of no small significance. Scholars have devoted much at-
tention to the ways that elite southern men were anxious to assert their gentility and 
Englishness by pursuing high intellectual activities, but as Pinckney demonstrates, 
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elite southern women also were concerned to fit within English models of gentility, 
including learning the classics.32  
Like most historical figures, Eliza Pinckney was clearly a complex person whose 
actions must be understood within the personal and broader context of her life and 
times. Situating her agricultural experiments within the context of the transatlantic 
fascination with the natural world and her personal experience as an elite woman and 
a steward for her father’s estate enables us to see Pinckney less as an exception and 
more as a person whose experiences reveal much about her world, particularly about 
the gender norms of her society and the experiences of elite South Carolinian women. 
Although many popular works present Pinckney as defying gender conventions in 
pursuing her experiments with indigo, it was not her gender – when narrowly defined 
– that her peers objected to, if and when they objected to her behavior at all. Instead, it 
was her age that concerned them. They seemed to believe that Pinckney’s youth should 
be spent enjoying the “amusements suitable to her time of life” as a young unmarried 
elite woman, which might have included visiting and partaking in Charles Town’s lively 
social scene.33 One neighbor expressed concern that Pinckney’s demanding schedule of 
business and reading would make her “look old” before her time and prevent her from 
finding a suitable marriage partner. It would not have been problematic for a more 
mature and married woman to act in this way, but it was problematic that she engaged 
in these activities at a time when she should have been finding a husband.34  
Pinckney and her contemporaries clearly expected women to be capable plan-
tation managers whose skills, education, and even their entrepreneurial spirit could 
contribute to the well being of their family and society.35 This is most evident in the 
two letters she wrote to Mary Bartlett regarding her oak plantation and fig orchard. 
There she imagined what Bartlett’s aunt and uncle, Elizabeth and Charles Pinckney, 
might say about her endeavors. She considered her fig orchard a “useful amusement” 
that would confirm Charles’ opinion that she had “a fertile brain at schemeing.”36 
Similarly, Eliza predicted that Elizabeth would see her oak plantation as evidence that 
she was a “good girl.”37 Eliza’s insinuation that her agricultural experiments would lead 
her to be praised as a “good girl” for her “usefulness” and “fertile brain” complicates 
scholarly discussion about how gender ideals governed elite southern women’s lives. 
Whereas physically laboring in the fields might not be appropriate for a gentlewoman, 
laboring with her intellect, her “fertile brain,” was perfectly acceptable. This is no small 
matter. Women were, of course, praised for the fecundity of their wombs, but that 
Pinckney thought she would be praised for the fertility of her mind suggests that, at 
least from her perspective, women could be valued for their intellectual and creative 
abilities, which could be put to use for the benefit of the family business. 
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In this mid-eighteenth-century world, elite women were not yet the southern belles of 
the antebellum era, but nor were they the frontierswomen of the seventeenth century who 
worked alongside their husbands and slaves in the fields.38 This was a transitional period 
where women still performed essential functions in the family economy, though the ways 
in which they might contribute to it were narrowing. Young Eliza Pinckney successfully 
negotiated that line with her agricultural experiments because they were a genteel hobby 
that could be made useful. Far from challenging conventions of gender, Pinckney showed 
that her experiments enhanced her womanhood. It is for that reason that Pinckney was right 
not to fear for her marriage prospects. Just as she succeeded in making her first marketable 
batch of indigo, Pinckney also found herself a husband. It was at that time that Charles 
Pinckney lost his first wife Elizabeth. Apparently he must have been convinced that Eliza’s 
experiments made her more than just a “good girl” – they also made her a prospective good 
wife. A mere four months after the death of Elizabeth, he married Eliza and accepted her 
first crop of indigo, to use Eliza’s words, as “the fruit of my industry.”39
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Behind The Gates: An Interracial Perspective of Black and White 
Youth Memories of Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 1950s–1970s
Katherine Jernigan
Originally built as a military secret, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, was a secure community for government employees working to separate uranium for the atomic bomb 
that was dropped on Hiroshima, Japan, on 6 August 1945.1 The town was established 
as part of the war effort in an isolated area in East Tennessee, slightly west of Knoxville. 
The vast majority of residents during the war were from outside Tennessee, a trend that 
continued for several decades after World War II. This article explores the experiences of 
youth in Oak Ridge from the 1950s through the 1970s. As the first generation growing 
up in Cold War era Oak Ridge, the memories of these individuals speak to the larger 
reality of the negotiations of race during that period. Based on interviews with blacks 
and whites who lived in the town, this article discusses their recollections of racial 
inequalities and social change in the creation of Oak Ridge’s municipal policies. 
From the beginning of the town’s formation, blacks lived in a separate com-
munity known first as Gamble Valley, and later as Scarboro.2 Racial lines were drawn 
between Scarboro and the rest of Oak Ridge, as in most southern communities at the 
time: black citizens had separate stores for shopping, their own community center, 
and usually did not have equal access to facilities elsewhere in Oak Ridge. African 
American Archie Lee recalled that when his family moved to the town in 1953 from 
Mississippi, Oak Ridge was “very much segregated still.”3 Paul Sylvester Early White, 
a black employee at the national laboratory in Oak Ridge, noted that “segregation of 
public facilities was much like any other southern town,” despite being touted as a 
“model city” by white inhabitants.4 As a young African American woman in Oak Ridge 
in the early 1940s, R. L. Ayers recalled that public accommodations in Oak Ridge were 
segregated, including water fountains and restrooms. The only restaurants open to blacks 
were in Gamble Valley. Gamble Valley was “not a part of Oak Ridge . . . until we started 
trying to integrate.”5  While Oak Ridge was a federal project, a fact that should have 
precluded legal discrimination on the basis of race, there were clear indications of de 
facto segregation throughout the community.
During World War II, the requirement for Oak Ridge to have equal oppor-
tunities for blacks and whites necessitated the allocation of equal funds for separate 
facilities (including housing and schools). The equality of funding, however, must be 
questioned when considering the early history of housing for African Americans and 
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the schools in Oak Ridge. Several individuals, black and white, described a system of 
vast racial discrepancies when discussing the available housing during the 1940s and 
1950s. Depending on the number of family members, whites were given the choice 
of houses of varying sizes, or, if they were single, they lived in dormitories. The most 
common form of housing for African Americans was the hutment, a square building 
crudely built in sixteen feet by sixteen feet dimensions. Each housed four individuals 
and had a small coal stove in the center and no windows.6 
Oak Ridge’s founders apparently only had enough money for one school system 
and decided that an integrated school system in Tennessee in the 1940s would threaten 
the secrecy of the Manhattan Project. Only one school system was built – for whites. 
When recruiting whites, officials told them to bring their families. However, when 
hiring blacks (largely from Mississippi, Georgia, and Alabama) officials stipulated that 
they be single with no children.7 R. L. Ayers recalled that “there was no such thing as 
family life” in the town during this period.8 Without African American families, of-
ficials reasoned, Oak Ridge would not need another school system. While there may 
not have been enough money allocated for two separate school systems, the reasoning 
that only a white school system was affordable seems too convenient an explanation. 
Considering how much money was being spent on Oak Ridge, it seems illogical to 
assume that a request for additional funds for education would have been dismissed. 
Ironically, despite efforts by officials to keep Oak Ridge a community of 
white families, its postwar years saw the growth of black families.9 As the Scarboro 
community grew, black children were first bused eleven miles outside Oak Ridge to 
Clinton city schools and then twenty-three miles to Knoxville through 1946. This 
temporary solution was at best a half-hearted effort on the part of town officials to 
force the problem away. In 1950, responding to the problem of educating black 
children, several white residents organized a group of certified teachers and volunteer 
instructors for a newly formed Scarboro High School within Oak Ridge.10 Many of 
these volunteers were scientists from the national laboratory and their wives. These 
individuals taught black students in Scarboro for five years until Oak Ridge High 
School began to desegregate.11
The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) oversaw the management of Oak Ridge 
from 1952 until 1959, when the town was incorporated into a Tennessee municipality. 
Waldo Cohn, a white member of Oak Ridge’s Town Council (the advisory board to the 
AEC), proposed as chairman to integrate Oak Ridge’s schools in 1953, following Presi-
dent Eisenhower’s order to desegregate military bases.12 His actions led to “angry citizens” 
demanding a recall election for his appointment. After they succeeded in forcing him 
to step down from his position as chairman, Cohn did not run again.13 Although some 
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residents were willing to accept token integration when it was implemented in 1955, 
a vocal minority clearly opposed racial change. When interviewed in 1959 regarding 
the AEC’s upcoming turnover of the city’s municipality to residents and the complete 
integration of the high school, Acting City Manager L.B. Shallcross defended the limited 
integration when he said, “The Army built it [the town] that way. The Negroes moved 
over there and the white people moved over here. That’s the way it’s been.”14  
Token integration in Oak Ridge began in the fall of 1955, following the Brown 
v. Board of Education decision. The process continued until the town’s newly created 
Board of Education closed the Scarboro schools at the start of the 1967–68 school year, 
signaling the achievement of full integration.15  Oak Ridge’s white schools, controlled 
by the AEC at the time, were not considered public and were actually desegregated a 
year before any of the state’s public schools. Although Tennessee’s response to the Brown 
decision was mild by regional standards, there was open resistance to racial integration 
during the 1957 legislative session, which mirrored the “Massive Resistance” espoused 
by many southern politicians at the time. Legislators passed a manifesto of protest 
at the Brown decision, in addition to laws impeding the work of the NAACP in the 
state.16 There was violent resistance to school integration in nearby Clinton, which 
witnessed riots, small bombings, and the beating of a Baptist minister who had escorted 
twelve new black students into Clinton High School; the most serious incident was 
the bombing of the high school on 5 October 1958. The FBI investigated the event, 
but never found enough material to build a criminal case.17
Larry Gipson, a member of the first integrated class to complete all four years in 
Oak Ridge High School when he graduated in 1959, recalled that he (and the other 
black students) were “lucky [if they had] another black student in [their] class.” It 
was difficult to make friends in his classes because he was not able to spend time with 
his classmates outside school; the local hangout for youth, the Wildcat Den, was not 
open to blacks, nor were many restaurants in the city, and he was not able to play 
sports as a member of the school teams nor join clubs.18 Willie Golden and Archie Lee 
also experienced discrimination in school activities in the mid-1960s and late-1950s 
respectively. Golden was the first black student to play basketball at the high school 
and the first black basketball captain for the team. By the time he graduated in 1966, 
he had become the first black basketball player to play in the Tennessee state basketball 
tournament. Although he was recognized within Oak Ridge for his athletic achieve-
ments, he still faced animosity from other regional teams that Oak Ridge played.19  
Archie Lee “found some difficulty in the beginning” adjusting to the high school, 
but the principal’s position that overt racism would not be tolerated comforted him. 
However, what “overt” racism actually constituted must have been defined narrowly, 
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given that Lee endured having spitballs thrown in his direction, students wearing jack-
ets embroidered with the Confederate flag taunting him, and students placing tacks 
in his seat. Despite all this, Lee described himself as “fairly popular” in high school. 
Although he did not believe whites and blacks became friends while he was there, he 
felt his experience was a positive one overall. He told of a school trip he took with his 
otherwise all-white physics class to Huntsville, Alabama, to visit the Redstone Arsenal. 
On the way back from the arsenal, the class stopped at a restaurant in Alabama, but 
upon being told by the proprietors that they would not serve them as long as Lee was 
in their group, the entire class walked out to find another place to eat.20 
Just as the schools were going through this racial transition, similar changes were 
occurring throughout the town in restaurants, churches, and businesses. While the 
white residents of Oak Ridge tend to remember less than black community members, 
it is clear that significant changes took place during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. 
African American community leader Nelson Stephens recalled that “Oak Ridge had 
some resistance but it wasn’t the level of evil” as in other places.21 In an apparently 
positive step towards equality, the Oak Ridge Community Relations Council, com-
prising a bi-racial group of citizens interested in improving race relations in the town, 
was founded in the early 1950s.22 One of the council’s white participants recalled the 
following about the group’s intentions: “We decided we’d better educate ourselves 
[and others about racial inequality] . . . surely if people knew what was going on, they 
would be agreeable to changing it.”23 The council was involved in the final stage of the 
desegregation of the Oak Ridge schools in 1967. It reviewed the situation and fielded 
questions and concerns from residents about the proposed bussing system that would 
incorporate the last group of black students from Scarboro into the school system.24 
An Oak Ridge laundromat was the site of frequent racial protests in the 1950s. 
Nelson Stephens, whose wife Kathleen was the president of the local chapter of the 
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), recalled one of the many incidents that took 
place there. Kathleen and her friends were washing their laundry when some white 
men entered and threw the women’s clothes out onto the street. The following evening, 
Nelson and members of the local CORE chapter joined Kathleen and the other women 
at the laundromat. Not long after, they were met by a group of white youths with 
guns who sought to intimidate them, but no violence resulted. CORE also protested 
at the laundromat when a local group of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) went there to wash 
their robes. Nelson, Kathleen, and their CORE friends stood outside the laundromat 
praying and singing while the KKK members remained inside.25 
Restaurants and other businesses were common sites for protests during this 
period, and establishments in Oak Ridge were no different. One white Nashville 
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reporter of the period postulated that eating establishments often witnessed inter-
racial activism because “there is something sacramental about eating together.”26 
The management of the popular Davis Brothers Cafeteria in downtown Oak Ridge 
refused to let blacks eat inside, yet it employed blacks as waiters.27 In reaction to this 
position, many wealthier white families like that of Kitty Wilcox Soldano refused to 
eat there. For other white families, the decision not to patronize the restaurant was 
an economic one; they simply ate at home for the majority of meals because it was 
cheaper.28 R. L. Ayers recalled going to the cafeteria once to make a statement about 
the restaurant’s well-known refusal to serve blacks, despite its willingness to employ 
them.29 “Me and Minnie Thompson sat there and every three minutes the waitress 
would pass by and say is everything alright. They did serve us, but I was afraid [for 
our safety].”30 Dave Eissenberg worked at the national laboratory from 1952 to 1991, 
and he remembered demonstrations by whites in front of the restaurant urging its 
integration. “After integration, I don’t remember a lot of blacks eating in Davis Broth-
ers, but the point was made that they could.”31 Other restaurants had similar service 
policies. Nelson Stephens remembered going inside the Snow White restaurant for a 
burger with a British friend; they were dragged outside and refused service.32 Ayers 
remembered going into the Snow White for service, but was served only after going 
to the back door at the proprietor’s insistence.33 
Archie Lee participated in some of the earliest sit-ins in Oak Ridge in the early 
1950s by sitting at the counter of a local ice cream shop. It was a popular hangout for 
white youth in the town, but blacks were not allowed to eat there (they were served 
as long as they took the food outside). Lee recalled how he and friends would sit at 
the counter until the last possible minute, before running out when police arrived to 
arrest them.34 Nancy Smith, a white graduate of the high school in 1968, described a 
similar incident from the mid-fifties. Entering a local ice cream shop, she saw a black 
girl about her age sitting at the counter alone, not being served. Smith, although quite 
young at this time, recognized the inequality of the situation, and sat down next to 
the girl and ordered them both ice cream floats.35  
Dave Eissenberg remembered an effort by a group of barbers in Oak Ridge to 
refuse service to blacks and how citizens defused this plan. The barbers claimed not 
to have the knowledge to cut the hair of blacks; a group of white citizens saw this as 
an attempt to hide their refusal to serve blacks under a flimsy pretense. To “call the 
barbers’ bluff,” the group found a barber from outside Oak Ridge and convinced him 
to move to the town and work near one of the major shopping centers downtown, 
Jackson Square. They proceeded to sell coupons throughout the community redeem-
able for one haircut at this man’s barbershop. This scheme convinced white barbers 
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to remember how to cut African American hair!36 Demonstrating a strong opposition 
to racial exclusion by white community members, the barbershop initiative clearly 
improved race relations in the town. 
The Skyway Drive-In Movie Theatre was a popular spot for white families to 
spend evenings. Like many businesses in Oak Ridge, it was segregated in the late 
1950s. Nelson Stephens remembered how, as a member of CORE, he and others 
would often go to the theater and wait simultaneously in both ticket lines to hold 
up white patrons. Once when they decided to do this after a high school basketball 
game, the traffic from the theater and the nearby high school was so congested that 
the police were called in to help disperse the traffic jam.37 Another African American, 
Kelly King, recounted that he and his friends would often watch the movies on the 
hill behind the Skyway Drive-In, because they were denied admission based on their 
race. Once, “a group of us were brave and walked in the back of the theater, got a box 
of popcorn and walked out. We had several people looking at us and we ran. We were 
pretty courageous that [day].”38
Mozelle Bell, who arrived in Oak Ridge in 1948 as an adult, recalled an inci-
dent at the bowling alley in Grove Center, a shopping center in town. In the early 
1950s, “a big dispute” occurred when a biracial team of women who worked together 
at the national laboratory attempted to enter the league. Bell was a white participant 
in one of the member teams. When the biracial team was denied the right to play, 
Bell refused to play in her team that year.39 In the 1950s Nelson Stephens joined 
the bowling league in the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies where he worked, 
and when he was told by some of his white colleagues that he would not be allowed 
to bowl, the AEC stepped in and cut the funding they normally provided for the 
institute’s league, thereby supporting Nelson’s right to participate in company events 
as an African American.40 
The differences perceived by residents often fell along not race but class lines. 
Some white interviewees described the subject of race as nonexistent. One stated that 
because students were “divided by academic achievement” in classes, “they [black 
students] were just sort of invisible to us.”41 Kitty Wilcox Soldano described her time 
growing up white in Oak Ridge as one in a community having “no ‘old money’, no 
‘new wealth’.”42 Similarly, Dave Miller recalled his experience as a white youth as having 
“very little difference” between children in 1950s Oak Ridge. “Every adult in Oak Ridge 
that wanted a job had one. Every kid had lunch money, a bicycle, and clean clothes. 
Looking around the room at school, you couldn’t tell the Lab Director’s child from the 
soda jerk’s kid. And it didn’t matter.”43 For Miller, differences in social class did not exist 
between whites, but he focused on equalities he saw in material possessions and jobs. 
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Blacks (and a few whites) had few illusions about the difference in job prospects 
according to race. Even though Elizabeth Peelle was white, she saw blacks working 
mostly as janitors and maids in the Oak Ridge Community Relations Council.44 Ar-
chie Lee stated that in Oak Ridge during the early 1950s, blacks “either dug a ditch 
or swept a floor.”45 R. L. Ayers came to Oak Ridge in 1943 after working as a soda 
jerk in Mississippi as a fourteen-year-old. When she heard about the opportunities for 
blacks in Oak Ridge, she and a cousin quickly left for the town because “you could 
make money here . . . ‘cause see, we wasn’t making any money where we was living.” 
She found employment at the laboratory washing dishes in the cafeteria and working 
in the infirmary.46 Ayers’ experience of obtaining employment in Oak Ridge reveals 
better job prospects for blacks compared with other areas of the South, but employ-
ment opportunities were still far from equal. 
While Oak Ridge was certainly distinct from other southern towns during the 
period, it had a difficult path to racial equality that, in many respects, mirrors the changes 
occurring in cities throughout the region. Although neighborhoods in Oak Ridge re-
mained segregated, shopping districts and downtown areas were seen as opportune venues 
for racial protest to gain a foothold for change in the post Jim Crow era. The town was 
unusual for both the size of white establishment support for efforts for racial equality and 
the early instances of sit-ins in the community. Nevertheless, as was the case in countless 
other communities across the nation, efforts to change the racial status quo were met 
with resistance. Civil rights activity, although central to the memories of black youth in 
the town, was widely unrecognized and unacknowledged by white interviewees. These 
separate recollections indicate that the civil rights experience has yet to be fully reconciled 
in Oak Ridge, as it does in many communities in the United States. 
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Servant or Slave?: South Carolina’s Inherited Labor Dilemma
John J. Navin
As historian Jack Greene and a host of other scholars have demonstrated, South Caro-lina can trace its origins to the “Barbados culture hearth.”1 Part of that inheritance 
was the transition from servant labor to slave labor that marked the rise of the plantation 
complex on Barbados. That change, initiated in the 1640s and largely accomplished by 
1680, suggests that sugar planters had by then developed a clear preference for slave labor. 
Given the importance of Barbadian emigrants in settling South Carolina, it follows that 
a predilection for African workers must have transferred to the Carolina Lowcountry 
from the colony’s inception. A closer look at the labor situation in seventeenth-century 
Barbados and colonial Carolina, however, raises questions about such assumptions. 
Barbados
In 1781 Thomas Jefferson noted: “In a warm climate, no man will labour for himself 
who can make another labour for him.”2 When the first boatload of English settlers 
arrived at the island of Barbados in 1627, the idea of reaping the profits from another’s 
labor was hardly new, for landowning gentry had been doing it for centuries. Despite 
political disorder and economic setbacks – such as Barbados’ reputation for producing 
inferior tobacco – new settlers flocked to the island. In little more than a decade, only 
one-fifth of Barbados’ one hundred six thousand acres remained unclaimed; by 1640 
the population had climbed to fourteen thousand.3 By mid-century the inhabitants 
of Barbados could be divided into three major groups: whites who had come to the 
island willingly, whites who had been transported to the island against their will, and 
enslaved Africans. 
Those individuals who came to Barbados willingly saw the island as a place 
of opportunity. At first, many were simple yeoman farmers looking for a fresh start. 
They benefited from early headright policies4 and throughout the 1630s and 1640s 
attempted to generate income through the planting of tobacco, ginger, cotton and 
indigo. Other whites were artisans or freemen who received wages for their labor. But 
in the 1630s and 1640s, the majority of voluntary immigrants were servants who 
committed themselves to years of labor in return for their passage and the promise of 
“freedom dues.”5 Unfortunately, many of these servants encountered disappointment 
and ill-treatment in Barbados, which kindled a spirit of discontent within their ranks 
that would last for decades. Not surprisingly, forced labor and intolerable living con-
ditions generated not just discontent, but outright resistance and sporadic violence. 
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In 1634 a group of desperate servants resolved to kill their masters and sail away. As 
was usually the case, the plot failed, so the island’s disgruntled labor force resorted to 
other forms of retaliation and planters took greater precautions for their own safety.6
In the 1640s and 1650s, Barbados also became a jail without walls for thousands of 
whites transported to the island against their will. These included prisoners of war, banished 
political and religious dissidents, convicts, orphans, “rogues, thieves, whores and idle persons” 
deported by local authorities.7 The importation of such people at times became a form of 
quasi-slavery, for many of those who arrived as a result of military and political conflicts in 
England, Scotland, and Ireland had their indentures sold in Barbados at auction. English 
slave traders sometimes found it more profitable to purchase indentured men, women, and 
children in Bristol for four pounds and sell them in Barbados for ten to thirty-five pounds 
rather than compete with the Dutch in the African trade.8 Many people in seaside communi-
ties in the British Isles were kidnapped outright – “Barbadosed” in contemporary parlance 
– by unscrupulous traders. As many as fifty thousand Irish were deported to Barbados and 
Bermuda in what one historian has termed an “ethnic cleansing” of the land.9  
By 1640 Barbadian white servants had already developed an unsavory reputation 
for intoxication, thievery, lewdness, and sloth. The arrival of thousands more white pris-
oners and outcasts in the 1640s and 1650s only exacerbated the problems associated with 
the servant underclass. By 1647 the collective suffering of the island’s servants had “grown 
to a great height” and a group of conspirators plotted to “fall upon their Masters, and 
cut all their throats and by that means make themselves not only freemen but Masters 
of the Island.”10 The scheme failed, but by mid-century many planters had grown weary 
of the problems fostered by drunken, lazy, uncooperative, and hostile servants. Some of 
the latter were just a nuisance; others posed a real threat to their masters. 
Given the high cost of African slaves in the first half of the seventeenth century 
and the likelihood that they might die within a matter of months in Barbados on account 
of diseases, especially yellow fever, and of the rigors of chattel slavery, white indentured 
servants in these years seemed the wiser choice despite the problems they caused.11 The 
cost of passage for a servant was only six to seven pounds, so planters could recover their 
investment in just two years; every year of service beginning with the third was pure 
profit.12 A servant’s untimely demise, should it come, had limited financial ramifications: 
he or she was a short-term investment, not a purchase for life. These were among the 
reasons that the majority of Barbadian planters continued to rely on servants as their 
principal and apparently preferred source of labor throughout the 1630s.13 
That was soon to change. In his 2006 monograph, Russell Menard argues convincingly 
that slavery was expanding rapidly prior to the island’s sugar boom that began in the mid-
1640s.14  But there can be no doubt that sugar and slavery grew in tandem on Barbados and 
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elsewhere in the West Indies. In 1645 George Downing, cousin of Governor John Winthrop 
of Massachusetts, noted that Barbadians had purchased no less than a thousand Africans that 
year and “the more they buy, the better able they are to buy, for in a year and a half they will 
earn (with God’s blessing) as much as they cost.”15 Another contemporary observed that most 
Barbados’ gentry had “100 or 2 or 3 [hundred] slave apes who they command as they please.” 
He added, “They sell them from one to the other as we do sheep.”16 By 1655 the number of 
enslaved Africans climbed to 20,000, nearly equal to the white population.17  
Some planters were well ahead of the curve in the transition to an enslaved labor 
force. Menard estimates that in 1643, the year of Barbados’ first sugar crop, there were 
already six thousand Africans on the island. One reason to purchase slaves despite their 
higher cost was the steadily deteriorating relationship between the planters and servants 
on Barbados. Susan Dwyer Amussen calls attention to the breach of faith that occurred 
when Barbadian planters ignored the reciprocality that traditionally accompanied the 
master-servant relationship in England.18 Many individuals had indentured themselves 
voluntarily, but the conditions they encountered on the island meant their servitude had 
to be “maintained by the systematic application of legally sanctioned force and violence.”19 
Of course, the brutal subjugation of Scots, Irish, and Englishmen was problematic since 
even servants were entitled to certain rights under common law. Colonial courts and 
assemblies could intervene on a servant’s behalf, and occasionally did so. Thus masters 
sometimes had to restrain themselves or face possible legal consequences. 
Faced with the resistance that emanated from servants’ sense of rights, both 
inherent and contractual, and with the need to act within legal bounds when moti-
vating or correcting individuals, some planters undoubtedly preferred workers who 
could be routinely exploited and punished without restraint. Enslaved Africans fit that 
bill. They lacked the rights that British servants claimed. They could be compelled 
to work at whatever pace the master or overseers set or face the consequences. Slaves 
had to settle for whatever food, clothing and shelter were dispensed, no matter how 
inadequate. Courts and lawmakers were unlikely to intervene on their behalf. Afri-
can slaves lacked solidarity, at least at the outset, and had no indentures that limited 
their terms of service. In short, some planters were probably willing to pay more for 
workers over whom they had absolute power. And as Lord Acton famously observed: 
“Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.”20 In 1654 Father 
Antoine Biet observed the extreme measures that Barbadian planters used to control 
their black workers:
They treat their Negro slaves with a great deal of severity. If some go 
beyond the limits of the plantation on a Sunday they are given fifty 
blows with a cudgel…. If they commit some other slightly more serious 
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offense they are beaten to excess, sometimes up to the point of applying a 
firebrand all over their bodies which makes them shriek with despair.21 
Biet was “horrified” by the scars on the body of one female slave. On another occasion 
he felt compelled to intercede on behalf of a black laborer who had stolen a pig. The 
overseer had the thief placed in irons and whipped by fellow slaves daily for a week, 
after which he cut off one of his ears, roasted it, and forced him to eat it. He planned 
to do the same to the slave’s nose and other ear but the clergyman “pleaded so well with 
the overseer that the Negro was freed from his torment.” Biet acknowledged that “one 
must keep these kinds of people obedient,” but maintained that “it is inhuman to treat 
them with, so much harshness.”22 Tyranny of this kind had its consequences. In 1659 a 
major slave uprising was narrowly averted and Barbadian planters once again felt endan-
gered, this time not only by their white servants.23 In his account of Barbados written 
in the 1650s, Richard Ligon noted that the planters built strongly fortified houses with 
“Bulwarks and Bastions” to defend themselves in case there should be “any uproar or 
commotion in the island, either by the Christian servants, or Negro slaves.”24  
Some Barbadian planters switched to slave labor reluctantly.25 Hilary Beckles has 
shown that many small and middling landowners continued to purchase indentured servants 
even after they had shifted from tobacco, indigo and cotton to sugar. But the island’s largest 
planters, “perceiving a future supply crisis in the servant market[,] opted for the consistency 
of slave labor in spite of its higher marginal cost.”26 Because significant capital was necessary 
to purchase slaves in quantity, the changeover from white to black laborers was a gradual 
process and many plantations had bi-racial workforces for quite some time. In fact, during the 
1640s and 1650s when indentured servants and enslaved Africans were arriving at the island 
in large numbers, many planters intermittently purchased both white and black laborers. 
Given the rebellious nature of many indentured servants and the growing popu-
lation of potentially dangerous African slaves, planters looked for some way to ensure 
their own collective safety. The solution they derived – one that would be replicated by 
Barbadians who migrated to other slaveholding colonies – was to mollify white labor-
ers with certain concessions and protections. This included assigning white servants to 
specialized roles in the sugar works or as artisans because planters feared that demeaning 
fieldwork and oppressive discipline might provoke retaliation from that group. Mean-
while, the Barbados Assembly resolved to exert greater control of the black majority 
through intimidation, ongoing scrutiny, and brute force.27 Despite these measures, the 
continued importation of slaves and the outmigration of whites who had completed 
their indentures or sold their land to larger planters resulted in a shift in the racial 
composition of the island, with enslaved Africans and their descendants accounting for 
a majority from about 1660 onward.28 Natural increase contributed slightly to the black 
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majority; the life of a slave on a sugar plantation was so dreadful, however, that deaths 
would outnumber births throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.29
In the 1660s Barbadian planters had to deal with falling prices for their sugar, 
restrictions imposed by the Navigation Acts, soil exhaustion, crop failures, deforesta-
tion, high mortality, a dramatic reduction in the supply of indentured servants, and 
the dangers concomitant with an increasing black majority. Those problems, combined 
with dire predictions and the lack of available land, steered disgruntled planters and 
landless freemen – many of them former servants – toward other shores, most notably 
England, Jamaica, Virginia, New England, and the new colony called Carolina.30  
Carolina
Detailed information regarding the first months of settlement in the Charleston area is 
sparse. However, given our knowledge of what went on in Barbados in prior decades, 
we have a window into the experience and likely mindset of those Barbadian white 
colonists who traded that distant island for the North American mainland.31 First and 
foremost, the settlers from Barbados would have felt that commercial agriculture was 
the key to prosperity. Large landholdings promised large profits, but only if the soil 
could be put to productive use. In Carolina, planters would need to find one or more 
staple crops and workers to plant, tend and harvest them. 
In Barbados, the growing dependence on African labor had fostered a black ma-
jority a full decade before Carolina was settled; by 1670 the ratio was approaching 2:1. 
This had been a matter of great concern for many whites, especially in the wake of the 
1659 plot to overthrow white rule. Racial paranoia would become even more widespread 
when a “Grand Conspiracy of the Negroes” was narrowly averted on Barbados in 1675.32 
When they departed for Carolina, Barbadians carried those fears and prejudices with 
them; few would have wanted to duplicate the island’s demographic crisis in their new 
setting. Even though they had not hesitated to purchase Africans in the past, former 
Barbadians had also come to value white servants as a safeguard against non-white 
workers and external threats. The proximity of thousands of Native Americans and the 
Spanish presence in nearby Florida both argued for the ongoing recruitment of white 
colonists, free and unfree. Of course, for Carolina’s founders the most compelling reasons 
to import workers, regardless of color, were the headrights they garnered and the work 
they could assign to others rather than perform themselves.33   
With the advantage of hindsight, we now know that South Carolina was destined 
to be one of just two states that had a black majority at the time of the Civil War. To 
what degree was that racial composition inevitable? By capitalizing on whatever white 
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servants they could acquire, whatever white freemen they could afford to employ, what-
ever Indians they could hire, and on their own sweat and toil, Carolinians could have 
steered a different course. They could have turned their backs on the Barbadian planta-
tion model that depended on slave labor. The 1670s comprised a moment of historical 
contingency for Carolina, one in which freedom dues, wages, and barter could have paved 
the way for commercial agriculture in a free labor market. The earliest settlers, exporters 
of low-grade tobacco, deerskins, cattle, timber, and wood products such as barrel staves, 
could have made different choices. Because they had not yet identified a lucrative cash 
crop, the colonists need not have resorted to slave labor at the outset. They still had the 
opportunity to establish a model in which workers were fairly compensated and plant-
ers garnered profits in a more humane and moderate fashion. But settling for less profit 
was anathema to Carolina’s leading men, especially those intimately connected with the 
West Indian plantation system. Research has shown that immigrants from Barbados 
who owned substantial acreage in Carolina were responsible for the importation of the 
majority of Africans who arrived in the first few years.34 They knew the keys to riches on 
Barbados were land and slaves and they were not inclined to deviate from that proven 
course, despite its perceived inherent perils. Thus slaves were present in the colony from 
the outset; a decade after its founding, the settlement housed an estimated one thousand 
whites and two hundred blacks.35 In the 1690s the emergence of rice as a highly profitable 
crop virtually guaranteed that the use of enslaved Africans would not only continue, but 
see dramatic growth. By 1708 blacks constituted a majority in the Carolinas.36 
One could argue that the immense profits reaped by future generations from the 
sale of rice, indigo, and cotton meant that Carolina was preordained to rely on slave 
labor, but that implies that Carolina slaveowners themselves lacked freedom of choice. 
On Barbados there were no apologists for the gross exploitation of workers in the name 
of profits, but we should not assume that the unbridled greed that characterized sugar 
barons in the West Indies was inevitable in Carolina. Russell Menard argues that neither 
the Africanization of slavery (as opposed to Indian slavery) nor its entrenchment in the 
Carolina Lowcountry was inevitable. He notes that Carolinians had “several options in 
recruiting and organizing a work force,” including free workers, indentured servants, In-
dian slaves, and blacks from the West Indies and Africa. Menard maintains that the blacks 
were “commodities in a stable, large-scale, international labor market that made them 
victims of choice in the rapidly expanding plantation colonies of European America.”37 
For their part, the Lord Proprietors did nothing to inhibit the adoption of slavery in 
the new colony; in fact, they did just the opposite, ensuring prospective settlers both that 
the importation of slaves would entitle the owner to the same headrights as the importation 
of servants and that every freemen would wield “absolute power and authority” over his 
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slaves.38  The Proprietors even instructed Andrew Percival, owner of a plantation south of the 
Charleston settlement, to initiate a trade for African slaves with the Spaniards in Florida.39 
In 1674, thanks to an alliance brokered by Dr. Henry Woodward, the Westo 
Indians began to raid inland tribes and supply captives to the new colony. The Westo 
may have penetrated as far as Natchez territory along the Mississippi in their quest for 
Indian slaves to trade with Charleston settlers.40 Suddenly the Carolinians had access to 
a seemingly limitless source of laborers arriving not in ships from Barbados, but on foot 
from the interior. The captives taken in war were, according to Carolina’s Grand Council, 
“willing to work in this Country, or to be transported from hence.” The Council thus 
maintained that Carolinians were enslaving no one against their wishes and were meet-
ing the Proprietors’ order that “no Indian upon any occasion or pretense whatsoever is 
to be made a Slave, or without his own consent be carried out of Carolina.”41 
Carolinians soon conducted a thriving business in the sale of Indian slaves to 
sugar planters in the West Indies. On occasion, they even sold captive Native Americans 
to New England Puritans. Louis Roper attributes Carolina’s participation in the Indian 
slave trade and the practice of inciting wars among Native Americans to the influence 
of Sir John Yeamans and other Barbadian emigrants. He maintains that even before the 
colony was planted, Yeamans may have envisioned the North American mainland as a 
new source for slaves for sugar planters.42 Given the readiness with which they plunged 
Southeastern Indians into West Indian slavery, it is hard to imagine that colonists would 
not have drawn on the same labor pool for their own needs. The practice of hiring 
Native Americans quickly gave way to purchasing and enslaving them. Even before 
rice became a major crop, Carolinians were relying on enslaved Africans and Indians 
to labor on their behalf. In just a matter of decades the colony had become the focal 
point of the slave trade on the North American mainland.
Russell Menard has pointed out that many colonial societies that eventually 
became dependent on African slaves did so only after an initial period of reliance on 
white indentured servants or Native Americans.43 The Barbadian emigrants to Carolina 
were ahead of that curve. In 1680 Governor Atkins of Barbados noted that “since 
people have found out the convenience and cheapness of slave labour they no longer 
keep white men, who formerly did all the work on the plantations.”44 For more than 
three decades, Carolinians contributed to the growing population of unfree workers 
on Barbados via the Indian slave trade. Their ongoing communication with West 
Indian sugar planters and continued immigration from the West Indies ensured the 
transmission of ideas and practices to the fledgling colony. In his 1682 publication, 
An Account of the Province of Carolina, Samuel Wilson noted that many planters in the 
colony who were “single and have never a Servant” had made great profit by raising 
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and selling hogs, by which means “they get wherewithal to build them more conve-
nient Houses, and to purchase Servants, and Negro-slaves.”45 In a rhetorical question 
posed for his readers, Wilson provided a telling glimpse into the mindset of Carolina 
planters then and in the future:
But a rational man will certainly inquire, When I have Land, what 
shall I doe with it?  What Comoditys shall I be able to produce 
that will yield me mony in other Countrys, that I may be inabled 
to buy Negro slaves (without which a Planter can never do any 
great matter. . . .46
At the turn of the century Thomas Nairne would say of Carolina that “there are 
many who settle without any Slaves at all, but labour themselves,”47 but the Barbadian 
emigrants who came to be known as the “Goose Creek Men” were not among them. 
Beginning in the mid-1690s, the transition from deerskins, cattle, and other exports 
to rice production caused exponential growth in the demand for fieldworkers. Indian 
slavery would crest just before the Yamasee War (1715 to 1718) and then peter out, but 
the colony’s reliance on slave labor was a fait accompli by that time.48 Following the Bar-
badian model, South Carolinians came to rely almost exclusively on African slaves who 
by mid-century would outnumber the whites by a 2:1 margin. As a result, the same fears 
that haunted Barbados sugar planters came to occupy the minds of white Carolinians. 
Like their counterparts in the West Indies, the latter desperately sought to attract enough 
whites to maintain numerical superiority over the Africans they imported and their prog-
eny. Failing that, they resorted to extreme measures to keep blacks in a state of absolute 
powerlessness. For better or worse, South Carolinians remained part of the Barbadian 
culture hearth – a labor model that led to great profits for a few and misery, hardship, 
and death for a great many others. Plantation slavery in the Carolinas would be not only 
the wellspring of the great planters’ rise to economic, political, and social prominence, 
but also the cause of their eventual downfall at the hands of outside forces. 
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Revitalization in the “West End” of Greenville, 1987 to 2011
Nicholas Smit
The revitalization of the West End in Greenville, South Carolina, was character-ized by both persistence and a vision for change. Although the area had been 
prosperous during the first half of the twentieth century, following World War II it 
fell into a period of desolation. Only beginning in the early 1980s did public and 
private revitalization efforts create a new downtown arts and entertainment district 
in the West End. 
From the beginning, Greenville developed along both the east and west sides of 
the Reedy River. In May 1784, when Cherokee territory was opened for sale, Colonel 
Thomas Brandon purchased four hundred acres stretching across both banks of the 
river. This land became the future City of Greenville. By November 1815 Vardry McBee 
was the primary landholder.1 The Reedy River divided Greenville into halves, with 
the river falls as the centerpiece of the city. The east side grew around the courthouse, 
the west side along Main, Pendleton, and Augusta Streets; but the heart of the city 
remained Reedy River Falls, “a favorite gathering place for Greenvillians.”2
On the west side of the river, at the top of the falls, McBee constructed a large 
corn mill. Twelve years later he added a stone gristmill, then a sawmill and a stone quarry 
near the bottom of the falls, the start of what would become a thriving commercial 
center. To the east of the river, at the corner of Main and Avenue Streets, McBee built 
a general store that also served as a town meeting hall.3 When McBee subdivided his 
property, residents moved into the area, building stores and homes. Roads running to 
Augusta and Pendleton allowed nearby farmers to bring produce for sale.
In 1852 Furman University moved from Winnsboro, South Carolina, to fifty 
acres purchased from McBee on the bluffs of the river. Classes commenced two years 
later, following construction and the hiring of five professors. Because there were 
no dormitories, students rented rooms from the nearby residents, bringing further 
growth. In 1853 the arrival of the Greenville and Columbia Railroad encouraged 
additional commercial expansion to the area that was increasingly referred to as the 
“West End.”4
Although prosperity stalled during the Civil War and early Reconstruction, the 
mid-1870s brought an increase in cotton prices and a resurgence of development as 
textile mills moved into the West End, creating the “Textile Crescent.”5 By 1890 the 
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West End, originally defined as the land west and south of the Reedy to White Horse 
Road, had established an identity independent from the rest of Greenville. Churches 
such as Second Presbyterian and Allen Temple A.M.E. were founded, so that West 
Enders could worship in their section of town. Clyde and Hovey’s fine dry goods store, 
with its large upstairs meeting hall, provided a popular gathering place. The American 
Bank, Chicora Women’s College, and a public high school provided for the financial 
and educational needs of residents. As a result of new growth, competing development 
stimulated a rivalry between East Enders and West Enders that extended into the early 
1900s.6 By the 1920s, although the center of textile manufacturing had begun to shift 
to West Greenville – an area beyond and slightly north of the West End – the West End 
itself promoted new commercial and industrial activity such as bottling companies, 
automotive dealerships, and repair shops.
Yet with the arrival of the Depression and World War II stores closed and 
residents moved away, creating a space for warehouses and light industry. Industrial 
development further stagnated following World War II, and the separate identity 
of the area disappeared, and, with it, the term “West End.”7 Furthermore, with the 
emergence of faster transportation and superhighways, commerce left downtown.8 
In 1958 Furman University moved to a new location outside Greenville, taking its 
economic benefits with it. By 1959 the extension of Church Street and later Academy 
Street also significantly decreased the number of people traveling through the West 
End by altering the route used to enter the downtown area.9 With innovations like 
supermarkets, “business parks,” the “motor mile” on Laurens Road, upscale subdivi-
sions such as Sugar Creek, Pebble Creek, and Thornblade, and the creation of malls 
such as McAlister Square Mall and Haywood Mall, Greenvillians had fewer reasons 
to go downtown. Downtown businesses such as J.C. Penney, S.H. Kress, McGee and 
Brothers, and Meyers-Arnold closed or relocated.10
By the 1970s and early 1980s, warehouses and light industry dominated the 
West End. Abandoned buildings fell into disrepair; crime and prostitution gradually 
became more visible.11 Sewers and industrial waste filled the Reedy River, polluting 
the city’s historic centerpiece.12 In 1983 one landmark, Greenville General Hospital, 
was closed and was replaced by another – the Relax Inn, a motel best known for its 
crime and drug dealing.13
Beginning in the 1930s, a movement to reconnect with historic communities 
and restore a “sense of neighborhood identity” had begun in several American cities. 
Later, legislation such as the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (which created 
the National Register of Historic Places) and the Tax Reform Act of 1976 established 
guidelines and financial benefits for preserving historic buildings and provided the first 
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step toward revitalization.14 During the later decades of the twentieth century, the move-
ment united preservationists and capitalists in promoting urban redevelopment through 
the use of methods like the Main Street Program and Maritime Preservation.15
In the late 1970s, as urban renewal began in Greenville, city developers hired 
Lawrence Halprin to design a new downtown streetscape that inaugurated a three-de-
cade process of revitalization. The Hyatt Regency Hotel, opened in 1982, encouraged 
restoration along North Main Street in the uptown business district, where the city 
implemented street and landscape designs to improve aesthetics. Later renovations to 
the Poinsett Hotel, the old Courthouse, and the old Bank of Commerce Building, as 
well as the opening of the Peace Center for the Performing Arts, pushed redevelopment 
to the doorstep of the West End.16
Residents and community groups led early West End revitalization efforts. In 
1967 the journey toward rebirth began with the Carolina Foothills Garden Club’s 
construction of a public park at the base of the Reedy River Falls, which had been 
hidden by the Camperdown Bridge, built in 1960. A long stone staircase led from 
South Main down into the garden. Although initial support was limited, the society 
also restored Falls Cottage, an 1897 historic building south of Camperdown Way. In 
1980 the Traxler Building, Greenville’s old Coach Factory, was given a major renova-
tion, which turned it into first-class office space.17 During the 1980s private investors 
like Blake Praytor and Ed Durham of D & B Glass, Erwin Maddrey of Woodside 
Mills, and Bob Jenkins of Legal Services Co. of Western Carolina renovated existing 
properties for their businesses.18 
In 1987 local residents and business owners created the West End Association, 
which proved to be the catalyst in providing direction for revitalization efforts. The 
Association sought to partner with the city in sponsoring further development and 
improving the aesthetic appeal of the area.19 Similar organizations had proved success-
ful at building public support in other cities, yet unlike other community groups, the 
West End Association did not wait for city leadership and was proactive in attempting 
to build momentum for a large-scale revitalization.20 That same year, prompted by 
local businesses, the City of Greenville created a Tax Increment Finance (TIF) district, 
a financial method used in other such projects, to provide funds for urban renewal 
programs in the West End.21 The city established the TIF district to extend roughly to 
the blocks surrounding South Main, Pendleton, Rhett, and Augusta Streets.22
In 1989 the city hired Land Design/Research Inc., which proposed aesthetic 
improvements and the creation of a farmer’s market in the West End, a multipurpose 
building intended to spark revitalization and create an interest in private redevelop-
ment.23 City planners hoped that a market, acting as an “anchor of activity,” would serve 
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as the catalyst for future restoration.24 In spite of initial support, private investment 
was minimal, and city planners understood that the public still viewed downtown 
as ending at South Main and Broad Street. Few ventured into the West End.25 The 
district had to create a more welcoming environment to end the common perception 
that it was dangerous and crime ridden.26 
City officials assigned a Special Operations Response Team (SORT) as well as a 
police substation to the West End, and a full-time community patrol officer worked 
directly with local business owners in a successful effort to reduce crime. The West 
End Association used organization funds to purchase bicycles and bulletproof vests 
for the officers.27 With the appearance of three officers, rotating day and night shifts, 
lounges closed and drug dealing and prostitution virtually disappeared.28 Nevertheless, 
though crime had significantly declined by the late 1990s, public perception of the 
area remained unchanged.
In the early 1990s, following the suggestion made by Land Design/Research Inc., 
the city proposed streetscape improvements that stretched from the Poinsett Hotel to 
the intersection at Augusta and South Main Streets to encourage a more pedestrian- 
friendly environment. In 1991, after long deliberation, the city took jurisdiction of 
South Main from the State Highway Commission to create a two-lane, pedestrian-
friendly street. In 1992, with the use of federal and TIF moneys, the two-year project 
to improve streets, bury utility lines, add street lighting, and incorporate landscaping 
was completed. These improvements greatly increased visual appeal and foot-traffic 
in the West End.29
At the same time, following the model for revitalization, West Enders sought 
the creation of a historic district. In February 1993 the West End Commercial District 
was placed on the National Register of Historic Places, creating Greenville’s largest 
historic district. The designation not only provided federal tax credits to be used for 
renovation, but also allowed the historic identity of the West End to reemerge by 
establishing architectural and restoration guidelines.30
In the mid-1990s South Main Street was essentially a road to nowhere; although 
the city had invested money to begin visual improvements, boarded-up buildings lined 
South Main and Pendleton Streets.31 By 1994 the city secured property and finalized 
plans to create the proposed West End Farmer’s Market. Construction of the $4.1 
million phased project lasted from mid-1994 to June 1995 and encompassed three 
adjacent brick buildings donated by Caldwell Harper, a forty-five thousand-square-
foot property located at the intersection of South Main and Augusta streets.32 The 
property had previously housed the old Cotton Alliance Warehouse and a bowling 
alley. Designers conscientiously restored the historic façade, providing a model for other 
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restoration projects. At the rear of the building, architect Allen Freeman designed a 
connected tower to act as a focal point and direct attention from South Main Street 
to the building.33 Businesses such as Kudzu, The Milltown Emporium, and Smoke 
on the Water opened and thrived in the Market.
Nevertheless, although the West End Market encouraged private restoration, the 
Market itself was unsuccessful, failing to make the impact on the private sector that 
the city had anticipated.34 Furthermore, as the city created value, anticipation of future 
improvements caused prices to skyrocket, deterring prospective entrepreneurs.35 Until 
the late 1990s and early 2000s, the community grew sluggishly. Yet some businesses saw 
the potential. Minor restoration projects included the arrival of new tenants in the West 
End Market, the opening of The Cook’s Station South Main, and Caldwell Harper’s 
renovation of an additional warehouse on South Main and The Spa at West End at the 
intersection of South Main and Pendleton. Despite these efforts, many more buildings 
remained abandoned, and the outmoded perception of crime continued.36 
In September 1999 the South Carolina Governor’s School for the Arts and Hu-
manities opened on a portion of what had been the old Furman University campus. 
The 158,000-square-foot complex served as a competitive high school for talented 
students statewide.37 Architect Scott Johnston of Freeman & Major endeavored to blend 
the school into the landscape and direct attention to Reedy River Falls. Along with 
the Children’s Theater and the Warehouse Theater, the Governor’s School provided a 
boost to the area and reestablished a connection between the West End and the arts.38 
Furthermore, the presence of the school raised awareness of the need to remove the 
Camperdown Bridge and create Falls Park.39
Previous attempts to remove the Camperdown Bridge to reveal the once iconic 
thirty-five-foot Reedy River Falls had faced staunch opposition. By the 1960s some 
citizens regretted that one of Greenville’s most historic sites remained hidden. As late 
as the 1990s, Mayor Knox White believed most Greenvillians had never seen the falls, 
and that, in ignorance, they opposed removing the bridge because they feared traf-
fic and commerce would be hindered and the West End financially ruined.40 Public 
opinion viewed the Camperdown Bridge as a convenient access point to the West End 
as well as a “perfectly good bridge.” In 1997 a national consulting firm advised that 
removing the bridge was “not a viable option,” an opinion seconded by the city. But 
by 1999 Mayor White successfully campaigned to “Free the Falls,” and with support 
of the Garden Club, he built momentum for removing the bridge. By May 2002, 
after obtaining jurisdiction from the State Highway Department, the Camperdown 
Bridge was torn down “slice by slice,” providing a clear view of the river for the first 
time in forty-two years.41
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Beginning in the 1980s, various plans recognized the potential of the space below 
the falls to unite the city with the Reedy River corridor.42 Finally, by the end of 2001 
with architect Andrea Mains’ master plan in hand, the city hired Arbor Engineering, 
Inc. to implement a conceptual plan for the historic falls.43 Working closely with city 
planners and a citizen committee, Arbor pieced together a design that envisioned walking 
paths through a five-leveled park, an outside amphitheater, garden spaces, a multi-use 
structure adjacent to the Traxler building, and a pedestrian bridge across the river.44
A lack of money and public support delayed construction of the pedestrian 
bridge.45 Following passage of a $20 million bond issue, the city hired architect Miguel 
Rosales to design the structure, which he imagined as a unique curving cantilevered 
suspension bridge, “light, delicate, floating on top of the river” to allow the waterfall to 
remain “the star of the show.”46 City planners thought he expressed their idea perfectly 
and were sold on the design.47 A German firm, Schlaich Bergermann, engineered the 346-
foot-long pedestrian bridge – dubbed the Liberty Bridge – at a cost of $4.5 million.48
By late 2002, with the final girder removed from the old Camperdown Bridge, 
construction crews began the $13.4 million transformation of Falls Park. The large multi-
purpose facility featured storage space, a restaurant – The Overlook Grill – and a public 
pavilion, capped with a “fabric, tent-like roof.”49 Two outside amphitheaters, designed for 
performances like “Shakespeare in the Park,” nestled at the base of the Garden Club’s original 
historic park. Eleven tiered gardens, winding pathways, and picnic areas spread over the 
twenty-acre site seamlessly connected by landscape architect Tom Keith and achieved in 
a fashion to frame the falls and bridge.50 Portions of red clay bricks that had been part of 
Vardry McBee’s original mill to the west of the river and foundation of the Camperdown 
Mill on the north bank provided Greenvillians a glimpse of their city’s past.51 In September 
2004, after two years of construction, the walls came down, and the public flowed into 
the park through the West Plaza entrance from South Main, the future location of Bryan 
Hunt’s sculpture “Falls Lake Falls.”52 The city had created a “smashing success.”53
The creation of Falls Park sparked immediate large-scale private growth in the West 
End.54 RiverPlace was the first among many private projects. Like Falls Park, a plan to 
reconnect with the historic heart of the city along the river corridor from Willard Street 
to South Main had been conceptualized and discussed years earlier with few results.55 
Yet in 2002 Cooper Carry, an architecture firm based in Atlanta and hired by Hughes 
Investments, designed a mixed-use development to provide additional access points to 
the river and bring pedestrian flow to new green-spaces, expanding the potential for 
future growth.56 
By early 2004, following the city’s legal battle and later acquisition and demolition 
of several buildings along South Main to the corner of Camperdown Way, construction 
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began on the city’s $11.5 million underground parking garage.57 Under the leadership 
of visionaries Bob and Phil Hughes of Hughes Investments, developers constructed 
four adjacent buildings, featuring 10  luxury condominiums with views of the river, 
36 mid-priced condominiums, a 115-unit Hampton Inn & Suites, and eighty-seven 
thousand-square-feet of office and retail space.58 In addition a multi-story man-made 
waterfall and fountain was designed to act as the center of RiverPlace development and 
connect public traffic along the corridor to the Peace Center’s outside amphitheater on 
the opposite bank.59 By the end of 2005 RiverHouse, 155 RiverPlace, Hampton Inn & 
Suites, and numerous shops, restaurants, and businesses had opened their doors.60 
In 2007 Hughes constructed The Terrace, a ninety-eight-thousand-square-foot 
building featuring twenty-seven condominiums as well as office and retail space built 
on top of an extended portion of the city’s underground garage and overlooking 
the man-made waterfall. In 2011 Hughes acquired two warehouses on the opposite 
side of Camperdown Way and constructed RiverWalk, featuring forty-four luxury 
apartments and retail space.61 As RiverPlace grew, revitalization spread to the area 
surrounding Camperdown Way, with further development intended for residential 
spaces and office parks, which would extend growth along the Reedy, past River and 
Academy Streets.62
Falls Park and RiverPlace instigated a major change, shifting the heart of the 
city from Bergamo Plaza to the West End.63 The effects of revitalization traveled all the 
way down South Main. In early 2004 the West End Association succeeded in having 
the portion of Pendleton Street to the intersection with Vardry renamed South Main 
Street. The city improved roads, lighting, and landscaping, and the name change 
also had a positive psychological effect. “Pendleton Street” had suggested drugs and 
prostitution. Changing its name helped integrate this historic section of the street into 
the redeveloping West End.64
While work was underway on Falls Park, city planners explored the possibility of 
relocating a baseball stadium to the new South Main Street. Since 1984 the Greenville 
Braves had played at Municipal Stadium on Mauldin Road.65 In June 2003 City Council 
proposed buying five acres at the intersection of Green and Pendleton streets to be used 
for a downtown stadium, replacing the aging Municipal Stadium.66 The site, owned by 
the Greenville School District, included an abandoned lumberyard and warehouse and 
fifteen residences.67 The city intended to develop the area as a mix-use complex, creating 
jobs and business as well as bringing new residents into the West End and stretching the 
revitalization into nearby neighborhoods.68 As Falls Park and RiverPlace had anchored 
development at one end of South Main, so, too, might a stadium provide a spark at 
the opposite end.69 
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The West End Association expressed support but other residents, including 
members of Allen Temple A.M.E. Church and the Greenville High School PTA, vehe-
mently opposed a stadium along South Main. Some thought the stadium would inhibit 
revitalization by producing a structure that would overshadow the Allen Temple and 
create noise, parking problems, and displaced residents.70 Furthermore many parents 
and administrators of Greenville High School felt that the district was being forced to 
give up valuable school property. As in the case of the Falls Park project, city and West 
End Association representatives clocked countless hours addressing the concerns of 
local residents. In December 2003, after a meeting lasting until two in the morning, 
city officials and school representatives reached an agreement by a seven-to-five vote. 
The city exchanged the desired property for a 3.6-acre tract of land contiguous to the 
rear of Greenville High School.71
A series of events brought the single-A Capital City Bombers, an affiliate of the 
Boston Red Sox, from Columbia to Greenville, and city developers hired Architect 
Tim Shellenberger of DLR Group to design the new stadium.72 In May 2005 EMJ 
Corporation began construction of the $15.5 million stadium using five hundred 
thousand bricks salvaged from area mills and built the façade “as low as possible . . . 
in some places like a one-story building” to blend into the community.73 The stadium 
featured seating fourteen rows deep in the main area with  a green metal canopy cover-
ing ten rows of seating, a picnic pavilion, children’s play area, and concession stands. 
The stadium also included eighteen suites, each seating eighteen people. The re-named 
Greenville Drive played its first game at the new West End Field on 6 April 2006.74 
Over the next year the Drive spent an additional $1.5 million in enhancements to the 
stadium, and at the start of the 2008 season its name was changed to Fluor Field.75
The stadium changed the landscape “both physically and perceptually” and cre-
ated “a sense of camaraderie for the community.”76 The city spent roughly $3.5 million 
on streetscape and aesthetic improvements along South Main, Vardry, Bradshaw, and 
South Markley Streets. Just as the creation of the West End Market had helped to 
reduce crime, so, too, did the development of the stadium and surrounding shops. 
Businesses like Smoke on the Water and The Spa at West End saw increased traffic, 
and public perception of the area improved. In the end even parking proved to be a 
non-issue, with most people parking at County Square and walking the two blocks to 
the stadium or riding the free shuttle. Local businesses also made money by charging 
for the use of their parking lots.77
The stadium likewise fostered additional private revitalization and investment. 
Tad Mallory, owner of the West End Coffee Co., constructed a new, brick building 
across from the stadium on South Markley Street.78 David Glenn and Tom Croft de-
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veloped the Fieldhouse on South Main, a large salvaged-brick structure adjacent to the 
left field wall of the stadium designed for both residential and business spaces.79Zen, 
developed as a special events venue, moved into an abandoned warehouse.80 Clark 
Patterson Lee, a professional design firm, renovated and moved into the 1882 Ferguson 
and Miller cotton warehouse. Other investors purchased abandoned or vacant proper-
ties intended for future development along South Main and Augusta streets.
In 2011 a partnership between the Salvation Army and the Ray and Joan Kroc 
Corps opened the Kroc Community Center and Gibbs Court tennis complex along 
Westfield Street. The Kroc Center provided a twenty-acre state-of-the-art recreational 
and worship facility. Nearby the A. J. Whittenberg Elementary School opened in mid-
2011 with a special emphasis on engineering.81 In addition, Greenville received a $1.8 
million grant to develop a park near the Kroc Center and the elementary school to 
foster restoration of the low to moderate-income residential areas.82 
Revitalization of the West End transformed the area. In 2008 the West End was 
honored by the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism with the 
Governor’s Cup Award for the “bold vision” and successful redevelopment of the area.83 By 
2011 there was not a single boarded up building along South Main. The Relax Inn had been 
torn down. “Special Emphasis Neighborhoods” around the West End were included in new 
master plans for restoration. Improvements to the West End also brought great economic 
benefit, with well over one-hundred-million dollars in private development following the 
creation of Falls Park.84 Movements like “The Far West End” sought to capitalize on the 
success of the redevelopment by continuing efforts into West Greenville.85
Nevertheless, while revitalization of the West End reflected the basic restoration 
strategies of other American downtowns, in many ways Greenville’s history of revital-
ization was unique. From the 1950s to the 1980s, many cities bulldozed abandoned 
buildings and began economic redevelopment with few historic structures. West Enders, 
though, had a vision for historic preservation and prevented the demolition of older 
buildings. By the time large-scale restoration began in the 1990s, buildings, streetscapes, 
and landscaping were already in place.86 Furthermore, the support of Mayor White, 
strong city leadership, and financial resources combined to create a positive environ-
ment in which revitalization efforts could flourish. By the end of 2011 the West End 
was known as the arts and entertainment district of Greenville, emerging as “one of 
liveliest commercial and residential neighborhoods” and becoming a destination in 
the historic heart of Greenville.87
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Membership
The South Carolina Historical Association is an organization that furthers the teaching and understanding of history. The only requirement for membership is an interest in, and a 
love for, history. Members include students, high school teachers, college professors, librarians, 
archivists, and history buffs. At the annual meeting papers on European, British, United States, 
Southern, and, of course, South Carolina history are routinely presented. Moreover, sessions 
on politics, military, race and gender issues, the teaching of history, and so forth are standard. 
Annual meetings provide an excellent opportunity for initial critical review of graduate student 
work, for the presentation of a paper by non-academicians, and, of course, for papers by those 
currently teaching history.
By joining the South Carolina Historical Association members receive The Proceedings of the 
South Carolina Historical Association, a refereed journal. Papers presented at the annual meet-
ing may be published in the journal either in toto or in abstract form. Members are notified 
of the annual meeting and have the right to attend and/or to submit a proposal for a paper to 
be presented there (costs of lunch and registration for the meeting are extra).
Membership runs from 1 January to 31 December. Student members are those who are cur-
rently enrolled in school. Regular members are those who are currently employed or are ac-
tively seeking employment. Life members are ten-year members of the organization who have 
retired. To renew or join, please complete and return the form below, along with your check, 
to: Amanda Mushal, Department of History, The Citadel,  171 Moultrie Street, Charleston, 
SC 29409 (amanda.mushal@citadel.edu)
Name (please print)  
Address
City, state, and zip code  
Phone/Fax 
E-mail address    
     
Membership category (check one):
❑   Student ($10)
❑   Regular ($20)
❑   Life member
Membership status (check one):
❑   Renewal
❑   New
Area(s) of interest
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Minutes of the Eightieth Annual Meeting 
3 March 2012
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
9:00 - 10:15 AM
Panel 1 – Civil War: Technological Impact vs. Honor and Values 
Chair and Commentator: Eric Emerson, Director, SC Department of Archives and 
History
•  “Instant Text Messages of the 1860s: President Lincoln’s Office and the Origins of Mod-
ern War Signals Communication,” David S. Clark, DeKalb Co. Public Schools, Atlanta
•  “ ‘He Ordered the First Gun Fired & He Resigned First’: James Chesnut, Southern 
Honor, and Emotion,” Anna Koivusalo, University of Helsinki graduate student
• “Onward Christian Soldiers:” Religious Popular Print and Combat Motivation in 
the Army of the Confederacy, 1863–1865,” Andrew P. Davis, College of Charleston 
graduate student
Panel 2 – Twentieth-century South Carolina: Architecture and Society 
Chair and commentator: Jerre Threatt, City Planner, City of Columbia
•  “The Effects of the Brutalist Architectural Style on the Addition of the Blatt and 
Brown Buildings and the Reorganization of the Capitol Complex on the State House 
Grounds,” Devair Jeffries, USC Columbia graduate student
•  “The History of the Revitalization in the ‘West End’ of Greenville: 1987-2011,” 
Nicholas Smit, Bob Jones University graduate
•  “Low Country Macrocosm: Charleston in the 1920s,” Del A. Maticic, USC Co-
lumbia undergraduate student
Panel 3 – Eighteenth-century Life in South Carolina 
Chair and commentator: Brenda Schoolfield, Bob Jones University
•  “Francis Marion and the Snow’s Island Community,” Steven Smith, USC Columbia
•  “ ‘A fertile brain at schemeing’: Eliza Lucas Pinckney and her Agricultural Experi-
ments,” Megan Hatfield, University of Miami graduate student, 
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•  “Eliza Pinckney and Harriott Horry Online: A Preview of the Possibilities,” Connie 
Schulz, USC-Columbia and Mary Sherrer, USC Columbia
10:25 - 11:40 AM
Panel 4 – Social History of the Upstate: From Race, Science and Religion  
Chair: Carol Loar, USC Upstate 
Commentator: Kathy Cann, Spartanburg Methodist College
•  “ ‘May the Lord Keep Down Hard Feelings:’ The Woodrow Evolution Contro-
versy and the 1884 Presbyterian Synod of South Carolina,” Rob McCormick, USC 
Upstate
•  “Reidville Academies and their brief impact on the Upstate Education, 1857 to 
1900,” Timothy P. Grady, USC Upstate
Panel 5 – Twentieth-century Social Change After 1945: Southern Responses
Chair and commentator:  Kerry Taylor, The Citadel
•  “ ‘Before you can be a statesman, you must be elected’: Sen. Ernest F. Hollings and 
the Marshall and Fortas Supreme Court nominations,” David T. Ballantyne, Cambridge 
University, UK graduate student
•  “ ‘For our American form of Government’: SC Women in the Massive Resistance,” 
Rebeccca Brueckmann, Free University of Berlin, Germany graduate student
•  “The Land of Sunshine: Past and Present State of Tourism on US 1, Florida,” Liz 
Murphy Thomas, Florida MFA photographer
Panel 6 – New Resources for Historians
•  “New Resources for Historians: South Carolina Digital Newspaper Program”: Santi 
Thompson, USC Columbia; Virginia Pierce, USC Columbia; Craig Keeney, USC 
Columbia 
11:50 AM - 12:30 PM
LUNCH
12:40 - 1:15 PM
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: JANET HUDSON, USC – EXTENDED UNIVERSITY 
“White Supremacy Shapes Progressive-Era Reforms: Democracy at Work in South 
Carolina”
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1:15 - 1:40 PM
BUSINESS MEETING
President Paul Thompson called the meeting to order at 1:15 PM.
The minutes of the 12 March 2011 annual meeting at the College of Charleston were 
approved.
President Thompson thanked Fritz Hamer and Amanda Mushal for their work on orga-
nizing this conference. He also thanked Eric Emerson as Director of the South Carolina 
Department of Archives and History for the gracious hosting of the meeting. Eric in turn 
asked that Cynthia Banks-Smith of the SCDAH staff be recognized for her work on the 
meeting’s local arrangements and service to the SCHA. The students who manned the 
registration desk, Ester Hutchinson, Ethan Burnie, and Anna Hoxie, were thanked.
Amanda Mushal presented the Treasurer’s report indicating that although CD interest 
rates have dropped this year, we have $7,183.75 in our checking account, $3,015.55 
in the Hollis Prize account, and $9,270.55 in our savings/Proceedings CD.
Sarah Miller asked members to friend the Association’s Facebook page.
Andy Meyers made the following motion which was seconded by Robert Figueira:
“The officers and members of the South Carolina Historical Association are concerned 
about the severe cuts suffered by the SC Department of Archives and History over 
the last decade. As the center for the depository and preservation of South Carolina’s 
significant documentary history from its first settlement in Charleston in 1670 to the 
Twenty-first century, these important records not only have historical significance 
for our state but importance to our nation’s history. To name just a few, this agency 
houses and preserves such important national records as the SC Ordinance of Seces-
sion (1860), SC Ordinance of Nullification (1832), and one of the few remaining 
original state copies of the Bill of Rights (1791). Nonetheless during the last decade this 
state agency has suffered untold cuts to its dedicated staff and therefore its important 
services to the state and its citizens. With a staff now numbering twenty-seven from 
a high of 126, we respectfully request that the legislature carefully review the difficult 
conditions to which this agency has been reduced and start restoring its lost state 
funding in the new fiscal year so that it can begin to return to adequately serve the 
state and nation. It is paramount to the continuing mission of the SC Department of 
Archives and History to adequately preserve, store and make accessible to the public 
these valuable records of our history that a new effort now be implemented by the 
legislature to appropriate additional funds to this agency to hire professional staff in 
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records management, conservation, and preservation to properly serve the citizens of 
South Carolina.” Motion passed unanimously.
The following individuals were nominated for office:
•  President – Fritz Hamer, USC Caroliniana Library
•  Vice President – Stefan Wiecki, Presbyterian College
•  Secretary – Michael Kohl, Clemson University Libraries
•  Treasurer – Amanda Mushal, The Citadel
•  New Board members:
 Lewie Reese, Anderson University
 Paul Thompson, North Greenville University
 Brenda Thompson-Schoolfield, Bob Jones University
Nominees were elected by acclamation. 
At Large board members continuing to serve:
• Eric Emerson, South Carolina Department of Archives and History
• Janet Hudson, USC Extended University
• Sarah Miller, USC Salkehatchie
President Thompson turned the gavel over to President Hamer, who again thanked 
Eric Emerson and Brenda Banks-Smith for hosting the meeting as well as Andy Mey-
ers for making the motion about the SCHAH. He announced that the 2013 meeting 
will be in Clinton at Presbyterian College on 2 March.
Business meeting concluded at 1:40 PM
1:45 - 3 PM
Panel 7 – African Americans and their Contributions in the Twentieth century: 
at Home and Abroad
Chair and commentator:  Wanda Hendricks, USC Columbia
•  “Will the real Robert Shaw Wilkinson (1865–1932) please stand up? The Role of 
Primary sources in debunking the myth surrounding one of South Carolina’s Leading 
Black educators,” Jean L. Weingarth, USC Columbia
•  “ ‘Back to Africa”: Black American Athletes as Diplomats in Africa during the Cold 
War,” Kevin Witherspoon, Lander University
•  “Behind the Gates: An Interracial Perspective of Black and White Youth Memories 
of Oak Ridge, TN, 1950s–1970s,” Kate Jernigan, USC Columbia undergraduate
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Panel 8 – Early Twentieth-century America: Social and Foreign Affairs
 Chair and commentator: Patrick Connelly, Montreat College
•  “Historical Precedent and Woodrow Wilson’s Neutrality Policy in 1914-15,” M. 
Ryan Floyd, Lander University   
•  “Commodifying Literacy: Will Lou Gray and the Politics of Progress, 1919- 1930,” 
Mary Mac Ogden, Asheville Buncombe Technical College
•  “Booker T. Washington and his business philosophy and practice,” Michael Boston, 
Brockport State College
Panel 9 – Conflict and Resistance: Inside and Outside the United States
Chair and commentator: Tandy McConnell, Columbia College
•  “Tsar Ivaylo (1277- 1280): The Story of “Braveheart” of Bulgaria,” George Kovatchev, 
independent scholar
•  “The Utah War and the New York Times,” Kenneth L. Alford, Brigham Young 
University
•  “Pentecostalism and Peasant Draft Resistance in Matiguas during the Nicaraguan 
Contra War,” Arthur Takahashi, Winthrop graduate student
3:10 - 4:25 PM
Panel 10 – Nineteenth-century Society and Values: South Carolina Before 1861
Chair and commentator: Allen Stokes, Director, South Caroliniana Library
•  “Family Tragedy: Sinking of the Steam Packet Pulaski, June 1838,” Vennie Dees 
Moore, independent scholar
•  “Thou Shalt Not Duel: The Impotency of Dueling Laws in South Carolina,” Mat-
thew A. Byron, Young Harris College
•  “From Shop Door to Piazza Screen: The Architecture of an Emerging Southern 
Middle Class,” Amanda Mushal, The Citadel
Panel 11 – South Carolina Upcountry Research from Undergraduate Seminar, 
USC Upstate
Chair: Andy Myers, USC Upstate     
Commentator: Thomas “Rob” Hart, UNC Wilmington
•  “An Lucht Siuill Palmetto – The Palmetto Walking People,” Chris Crowley, USC 
Upstate undergraduate
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•  “Baseball, Liquor, and Barbeque: Textile League Baseball and Shoeless Joe’s Cultural 
Impact on Upstate South Carolina,” Monica Sullens, USC Upstate undergraduate
Panel 12 – Slavery and its Post-war Legacy
Chair and Commentator: Paul Thompson, North Greenville University
•  “Servant or Slave?: South Carolina’s Inherited Labor Dilemma,” John J. Navin, 
Coastal Carolina University
•  “The ‘Gangrene’ of Slave Society: The Importance of Marronage in the Study of 
Slavery and Resistance in North America,” J. Brent Morris, USC Aiken
 A Notice to Contributors Concerning Style 
The editorial committee invites submission of manuscripts from authors of  papers presented at the annual meeting. On the recommendation of reviewers 
and editors, manuscripts may be published in The Proceedings of the South Carolina 
Historical Association. 
In general, manuscripts should not exceed 4500 words (about eighteen dou-
ble-spaced pages) including endnotes. As soon as possible after the annual meeting, 
authors should submit two paper copies and one electronic copy to the editors for 
review. The electronic copy should be submitted as an e-mail attachment in Word 
for Windows or WordPerfect for Windows format. E-mail addresses for the editors 
follow this note. The electronic text should be flush left and double-spaced, with as 
little special formatting as possible. Do not paginate the electronic version of the 
paper. All copies should use 12-point type in the Times New Roman font. Place 
your name and affiliation, along with both electronic and postal contact informa-
tion, on a separate page. The title of the paper should be at the top of the first page 
of the text, in bold type. Please use margins of one inch throughout your paper and 
space only once between sentences. Indent five spaces without quotation marks all 
quotations five or more lines in length.
Documentation should be provided in endnotes, not at the foot of each page. 
At the end of the text of your paper double-space, then type the word “NOTES” 
centered between the margins. List endnotes in Arabic numerical sequence, each 
number followed by a period and space, and then the text of the endnote. Endnotes 
should be flush left and single-spaced. If your word-processing program demands 
the raised footnote numeral, it will be acceptable. Foreign words and titles of books 
or journals should be italicized. For the rest, The Proceedings of the South Carolina 
Historical Association adheres in matters of general usage to the The Chicago Manual 
of Style.
Editors:
Robert Figueira, Lander University, figueira@lander.edu
Stephen Lowe, University of South Carolina Union, lowesh@mailbox.sc.edu
 Brenda Thompson-Schoolfield, Bob Jones University, Bschoolf@bju.edu
Officers of the Association

